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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Healthy Urine</th>
<th>Diabetic Urine</th>
<th>Healthy Urine SD</th>
<th>Diabetic Urine SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory gold standard</td>
<td>10 (2.3)</td>
<td>20 (4.5)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NanoZyme</td>
<td>15 (3.6)</td>
<td>25 (5.8)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values in brackets are the corresponding standard deviation.
ABSTRACT

Glucose is one of the most critical metabolites in our body, and the abnormality in its concentration range is associated with a variety of diseases and disorders. Therefore, accurate sensing of glucose in different body fluids is of high biomedical significance. A commonly known such disease is Diabetes mellitus, which is increasing globally with an alarming rate. An important aspect of diabetes management is to regularly monitor glucose levels. Although glucose detection in blood is rather easy by using low-cost commercial devices, renal glycosuria is another important condition that is commonly observed in patients with extended period of high glucose levels or in Type I juvenile diabetes. This condition leads to the excretion of glucose in urine. This is also a common occurrence in patients with Fanconi syndrome, and many other disorders. As such, the urine glucose levels can be considered as reliable indicators for screening patients with high glucose levels. Urine glucose test strips are commercially-available, however, they suffer from limited sensitivity in the human body-relevant glucose concentration range. Further, these urine test strips are time-sensitive i.e. the color response varies even if the strip is read within 1 min error interval of the recommended time. This tends to lead to false-positives.

As such, the glucose monitoring tools typically employ a combination of glucose oxidase (GOx) and Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) enzymes for glucose detection. In this reaction, GOx oxidises glucose to produce gluconic acid and H₂O₂. The H₂O₂ is then either detected electrochemically (in commercial blood glucose monitoring strips) or it serves as a substrate for HRP to catalyse the conversion of a non-colored substrate to a colored product (in pathological tests). A potential drawback of this system is that the HRP can be easily inactivated by H₂O₂. A viable alternative to using HRP is more robust artificial enzymes. A recent discovery that certain nanoparticles can show enzyme-mimic activity (commonly
referred to as NanoZymes) can offer a potential solution, wherein HRP is replaced with nanoparticles with peroxidase-mimic activity. While such solution-based NanoZymes have shown promise in glucose sensing, they are limited to detecting pM to µM concentrations of the analyte, while the concentration of glucose in urine is in the mM range. Keeping this aspect in mind, this thesis attempts to develop a sensing system that can detect glucose in the biologically-relevant range. This is achieved by loading catalytically active copper nanoparticles as NanoZymes on high surface area templates such as cotton fabric (Chapter 3), and subsequently further improving the ability to detect glucose colorimetrically by creating free-standing bimetallic NanoZymes on the surface of cotton fabric (Chapter 4).

In the first working chapter of this thesis (Chapter 3), the outstanding catalytic properties of copper nanoparticles embedded within the 3D matrix of cotton fabric (Cu@Fabric) is established. This is the first time that the catalytic activity of a NanoZyme is observed to result in the generation of the second oxidation product of the peroxidase substrate, TMB (3,3’,5,5’ tetramethylbenzidine) at mildly acidic conditions. Notably, this process typically requires highly acidic conditions (pH 1). The absorbent and porous nature of the template in combination with the inherent high catalytic activity of copper nanoparticles appears to be responsible for this outstanding catalytic performance. Considering the high catalytic activity, the HRP in the typical glucose sensing system is subsequently replaced with the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme to effectively quantify glucose in the biologically-relevant concentrations even in the presence of complex biological matrix of urine.

To further improve the colorimetric response and stability of the Copper@Fabric (decrease the leaching of the copper during assay), in Chapter 4 of this thesis, the copper is galvanically replaced with small quantities of noble metals to create bimetallic fabrics. Considering that bimetallic nanomaterials display enhanced catalytic properties over their
individual counterparts, the bimetallic fabrics obtained after the galvanic replacement reactions showed improved peroxidase-mimicking catalytic activity. Among the four bimetallic systems (Cu-Au, Cu-Ag, Cu-Pd and Cu-Pt), the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme showed the highest initial rate of the reaction. The formation of the bimetal also reduced the surface oxidation of copper as well as the leaching of Cu ions during glucose sensing assays. The improved stability resulted in higher recovery and reduced standard deviation of the glucose sensing system in comparison to the pristine Cu@Fabric used in Chapter 3. The bimetal system also showed a more intense colorimetric response which is attributed to the fact that the bimetallic NanoZyme system did not favour the double oxidation of TMB.

Overall, this thesis makes an important contribution towards highly accurate, user-friendly colorimetric sensing of glucose in urine in biologically-relevant range, which is likely to be of high clinical and commercial interest.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of the field of nanotechnology including the syntheses approaches for nanoparticles and its application in different fields. Specifically, the application of nanomaterials in sensing and as a catalyst is detailed. In particular, emphasis is given to the new field of using nanoparticles as an enzyme-mimicking catalyst, commonly referred to as NanoZymes in the field of sensing. The gaps in research with respect to this field is discussed leading into the reasons to perform the research in this thesis is explained. At the end, a chapter-wise breakdown of the thesis is given along with a brief containing the information presented in each chapter.
1.1 Nanotechnology

It has been sixty years since the idea of nanotechnology was first introduced by Nobel Laureate Richard P. Feynman. In his lecture dated on the 29th December 1959 at the American Physical Society meeting at Caltech titled “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom”, Feynman discussed the possibility of controlling the behaviour of materials by manipulating them at the nanoscale [1]. Following this with Prof. N. Taniguchi’s coining of the term ‘Nanotechnology’ in 1974 and the publication of Engines of Creation by Eric Drexler, the field of nanotechnology received considerable attention influencing widespread research into the development of a suite of nanomaterials and understanding their properties [2, 3].

Nanotechnology plays an essential role in the primary level of atoms and molecular composition of materials in both organic and inorganic systems [4]. It is best described as the set of technological processes improved by the amalgamation of various fields of science such as physics, chemistry, biology, electronics, materials science and engineering [5]. The word ‘nano’ originates from the Greek word nanos that means one billionth (10^{-9}) of a unit. In general, nanotechnology concerns the understanding, design, fabrication, and manipulation of materials at one billionth of a meter (10^{-9} m) level. This gives rise to interesting optical, electronic, and physical properties. Therefore, it is of no surprise that nanotechnology has found applications in energy, electronics, manufacturing, healthcare, information, and biotechnology, thus transforming the creation of new technologies [6, 7].

1.1.1 Nanomaterials

Any material is considered as a nanomaterial if at least one of its dimensions is below 100 nm [8]. Nanomaterials exhibit unique physical, optical, electrical, chemical, mechanical and biological properties from their bulk counterparts [9]. For example, the ferromagnetism of iron oxide shifts to superparamagnetism at the nanoscale [10]. Gold nanomaterials display
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) resulting in different colors ranging from red, orange or even blue depending on their size and shape while bulk gold is yellow in color [11]. Size, shape, composition, interface, structural features, and defects influence the unique physicochemical properties of nanomaterials [11-15]. To understand these properties and their potential applications it is essential to develop synthesis approaches. Nanomaterials are synthesized by two methods *viz.* ‘top-down’ approach or ‘bottom-up’ approach (Figure 1.1) [9, 16, 17].

**Figure 1.1** Schematic representation of top-down and bottom-up approaches for nanomaterial synthesis.

In the top-down synthesis method, bulk components are broken down into smaller units by slicing or successively removing the building blocks of the bulk material using chemical, mechanical or another form of energy, thereby leaving behind nanostructures. Typical top-down approaches include attrition or milling, lithography (photolithography,
electron beam lithography), sputtering, etching, laser ablation, electrospinning [18]. In bottom-up synthesis approach, nanomaterials are built up an atom, molecule or cluster at a time via self-assembly or chemical reaction. The atomic or molecular precursors gradually assemble, or the precursor particles grow in size until the desired nanostructure arrangement is realized. Some of the commonly reported bottom-up approaches include plasma arcing, hydrothermal/solvothermal, matrix-mediated processing, sol-gel, reverse micelle method, sonochemical, self-assembly, chemical vapour deposition, and chemical vapour condensation [18].

### 1.1.2 Metal nanoparticles

Nanomaterials are categorized depending on the number of their dimensions that fall in the nanoscale [19]. Nanoparticles are zero-dimensional where all their dimensions lie in the nanoscale. Nanoparticles are made up of several atoms or molecules and can vary in size and morphology. They display unique physical properties owing to their small size, large surface area and quantum tunneling effect [18]. Of the different kind of nanoparticles, metal nanoparticles of copper, gold, silver, platinum, and palladium have been widely investigated for their rich optical [20, 21], catalytic [21-23], and antimicrobial properties [24, 25]. Therefore, it is unsurprising to see its applicability in various fields and new technologies [11, 26-29].

For the synthesis of metal nanoparticles, a bottom-up approach is popular. During fabrication, a few desirable characteristics of the resulting nanoparticles are kept in mind such as (i) uniform size distribution, (ii) uniform shape or morphology, and (iii) identical composition i.e., the core and surface composition of individual particles must be the same. The various synthesis techniques are grouped into two broad approaches; thermodynamic equilibrium and kinetic. In the thermodynamic equilibrium approach, a three-step process of
(i) supersaturation generation, (ii) nucleation and (iii) growth is involved [9]. Nanostructured metal colloids are typically synthesized by chemical reduction of metal complexes. Various precursors, reducing reagents and other chemicals are used to either promote or control the formation of preliminary nuclei and consequent growth of nanoparticles. Transition metal salts reduce in the presence of stabilizing agents in organic or aqueous media to form zerovalent metal colloids [30]. During nucleation, metal salts reduce to zerovalent atoms of the metal, which then go on to collide with other metal ions, atoms or clusters in solution and form stable, irreversible metal nuclei “seed” [9, 18]. The difference in the reduction potentials between the metal salt and the reducing agent determines the metal-metal bond strength along with the size to which the initial seed nucleus grows [31, 32]. A strong reducing agent speeds up the rate of reaction and favours the growth of smaller nanoparticles, whereas weak reducing agents lead to a slow reaction favouring larger particles. Stabilizing agents are not only required to prevent agglomeration but also influence the growth process of nanoparticles by interacting with the solute or solvent or even the catalyst [28]. Table 1.1 lists some of the precursors (metal complexes), reducing agents and stabilizers commonly used.

**Table 1.1 List of precursors, reducing agents and stabilizers commonly used in metal nanoparticle synthesis.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precursors</th>
<th>Reducing agents</th>
<th>Stabilizers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elemental metals</td>
<td>Ammonium ions</td>
<td>Polyethyleneimine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inorganic salts</td>
<td>Citric acid</td>
<td>Polyvinylalcohol, PVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal complexes</td>
<td>Formaldehyde</td>
<td>Poly(vinylpyrrolidone), PVP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>Poly(methyl vinyl ether)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrogen peroxide</td>
<td>Sodium polyacrylate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>Sodium polyphosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sodium citrate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sodium carbonate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sodium hydroxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The other method by which metal nanoparticles are synthesized is by the kinetic approach. In this strategy, nanoparticles are fabricated by either confining the process to a limited space or limiting the amount of precursors available for growth. Typically kinetic approaches include aerosol pyrolysis, micelle synthesis, microemulsion, molecular beam epitaxy and template-based deposition [9].

1.1.3 Bimetallic nanoparticles

Multicomponent nanoparticles composed of two different metals are of significance from both the scientific and technological perspectives for improved optical properties and applicability, specifically in catalysis. In fact, in-depth studies of bimetallic catalysts have shown that there is a relationship between the catalytic activity and the particle structure/composition of the catalyst [33]. At the nanoscale, bimetallic nanoparticles offer enhanced physical, optical and catalytic properties over their individual counterparts [34-36]. A number of solution-based approaches for bimetallic nanoparticle synthesis have been reported such as thermal decomposition, co-reduction, microwave, seeded growth, and galvanic replacement [34]. Among the various methods, galvanic replacement is especially desirable as its only requirement is a favourable difference in the reduction potential between two metals. A galvanic replacement reaction involves an oxidation-reduction between a sacrificial metal template and metal ions in solution. The difference in the reduction potential between the two metals drives the oxidation of the metal template and reduction of metal ions to deposit on the surface of the sacrificial metal template [37, 38]. Through this approach, nanoparticle composition, size, morphology, and porosity can be controlled essentially in a single step [26, 27, 39, 40]. Further, the electroless nature of this method provides a significant advantage in terms of ease of the reaction. By controlling the reaction parameters during galvanic replacement, one can influence the nature of nanostructures that are eventually formed [35]. Conditions such as template morphology [41], reaction medium [42]
and the oxidation state of metal ions [43] can be modulated to obtain the desired nanostructure.

1.1.4 Use of templates for nanoparticle loading

Spontaneous aggregation of nanoparticles poses challenges specifically for its biological applications as the high salt content in biological media induces nanoparticle aggregation. Therefore, their stabilisation becomes crucial especially to maintain their catalytic activity. Studies have shown that the nanoparticles anchored on specific supports prevent aggregation and thereby preserve catalytic activity [44]. A wide range of substrates have been explored in this area including thin films, polymers, and foils [26]. In particular paper, textiles and diatom frustules have been widely used as these templates show a fibre network-like structure [21, 34, 45-48]. The potential of using textiles as substrates for fabricating nanomaterials is interesting as the interwoven threads of the cotton textiles provide a 3-dimensional (3D) matrix for assemblies of nanoparticles. Textiles have come to be used in this technique owing to their well-established manufacturing processes that allow for facile integration of new functionalities with economic viability. Textiles are versatile materials providing flexibility, absorbency, porosity, and wettability along with a large surface area thereby being a robust template for loading of nanostructured materials [46, 47, 49-51]. In fact, nanoparticle loaded fabrics or commonly termed as functional fabrics have been used in catalysis [21, 34], sensing [51, 52], optoelectronics [49, 51], self-cleaning [53], and antimicrobial applications [54, 55].

Current strategies for creating metal and metal oxide nanostructures on fabrics involve sputtering, sol-gel, sonochemical methods or a layer by layer process. All of these techniques possess inherent challenges as these materials tend to detach from the surface of the fabric during its applicability [49, 51]. Further, the challenges associated with depositing
nanoparticles post-synthesis on a template can also result in nanoparticle detachment. One strategy to overcome this limitation is to fabricate nanoparticles on the surface of the fabric directly using a facile electroless deposition technique [56]. This strategy involves several reactions occurring simultaneously in aqueous media without the use of any external potential [57, 58]. Through this method, uniform deposition of several metals has been achieved including silver, gold, aluminium, copper, nickel and iron [56]. Through previous studies, it has been recognised that nanostructures of copper exhibit high catalytic ability [21]. Given that copper is relatively cheap in comparison to gold, and additionally it possesses SPR in the visible range [59], the current work focuses primarily on copper.

Copper nanoparticles were synthesized on the cotton fabrics by an electroless deposition method [56, 57, 60]. Electroless deposition is a method of metallization involving galvanic displacement reaction, where the deposition takes place in the presence of reducing agents and a disproportionation reaction [60]. The reducing agent must have a higher redox potential than copper in order for this reaction to be thermodynamically favourable. Deposition begins by a method of substrate catalysisation referring to a seed layer deposition which is catalytically capable of invoking the initial anodic oxidation of the reductant [61]. This layer is developed by sensitising the substrate in a solution of tin and palladium resulting in a surface of high-density catalytic sites available for metallization [62, 63]. In a two-step seeding process, a non-catalytic surface of the cotton fabric is treated by immersion in an acidic solution of SnCl₂; following by Pd(NO₃)₂ [64]. The reaction is represented in Equation 1.1 and Equation 1.2.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Sn}^{2+} & \rightleftharpoons \text{Sn}^{4+} + 2e^- & E^0 = -0.151 \quad (Equation \ 1.1) \\
\text{Pd}^{2+} + 2e^- & \rightleftharpoons \text{Pd}^0 & E^0 = +0.951 \quad (Equation \ 1.2)
\end{align*}
\]
The reduced Pd acts as catalytic sites for the oxidation of the reducing agent *i.e.*, formaldehyde and thereby the subsequent electroless deposition of copper (*Equation 1.3* and *Equation 1.4*) [58]. Studies have shown that the splitting of C-H bond in the methylene glycolate anion during the formaldehyde oxidation results in the formation of atomic hydrogen. The hydrogen ad-atoms further combine to form hydrogen gas which can also contribute as a supplementary reducing agent [61, 65].

\[
\text{HCHO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{HCOOH} + 2\text{H}^+ + 2\text{e}^- \quad E^0 = +0.056 \quad (\text{Equation 1.3})
\]

\[
\text{Cu}^{2+} + 2\text{e}^- \rightleftharpoons \text{Cu}^0 \quad E^0 = +0.342 \quad (\text{Equation 1.4})
\]

Formaldehyde oxidation generates hydrogen (H\(^+\)) and hydroxyl ions (OH\(^-\)) which lower the pH of the reaction system which has a significant effect on the deposition rate and properties of the deposited metal. A change in the pH can also cause metal precipitation in solution. However, copper deposition is thermodynamically favourable in alkaline conditions. Therefore, in order to sustain a deposition reaction at high pH, complexants are added. Complexants such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), triethanolamine, sodium potassium tartrate (Rochelle salt), Glycolic acid, *etc.*, are commonly used in copper deposition systems to maintain the concentration of free metal ions at a level that is defined by the dissociation constant of the metal complex. This allows the deposition to occur at higher alkaline pH [56]. In some instances, buffers such as carboxylic acids are used for pH stabilization. Instability of deposition systems due to the presence of active nuclei in the form of metallic or dust particles is overcome by using stabilizers in small concentrations. The commonly used stabilizers include oxygen, 2-mercaptopbenzo-thiazole, thiourea, vanadium pentoxide, and diethyldithio-carbamate. Exaltants such as O-phenanthroline, propionitrile, and cyanide also accelerate the rate of deposition which might sometimes be lowered by complexants.
1.2 Applications of Nanotechnology

Given the unique properties of nanoparticles, it is not surprising to see their widespread use to improve existing technologies or create new technologies in fields of pathogen, pesticide and other small molecule detection, antimicrobial, self-cleaning and superhydrophobic textiles (smart textiles), targeted drug delivery and nanomedicine, alterable light-transmission glass (smart glass) and self-cleaning glass, chemistry, heavy industries, environment and agriculture [66-73]. In the current work, the catalytic activity of nanoparticles is used in biosensing applications as detailed in the following sections.

![Figure 1.2 Applications of nanotechnology.

1.2.1 Biosensors

Biosensors are analytical devices that combine the sensitivity and specificity of biological systems with the computational and logical competencies of a microprocessor [74]. Biosensors typically measure biochemical reactions by producing signals that are proportional to the concentration of the test analyte. A biosensor is comprised of a bioreceptor, transducer, and electronics (Figure 1.3) [75]. The bioreceptor is the molecular recognition element (MRE) that interacts with the analyte of interest and produces an effect that is measurable by the transducer [76]. MRE’s are either naturally available biomolecules or receptors modelled after biological systems such as antigen/antibody, proteins/enzymes/, nucleic acid/aptamers, cells/cellular structures, ligands, microorganisms, and biomimetic
materials. The key to selecting a bioreceptor is that it needs to be highly specific to the target analyte as the target is typically present in a complex matrix of other chemical and biological components [77]. Depending on the type of transducer used, the biochemical signal from an analyte-bioreceptor interaction is converted to an optical, electronic, electrochemical, pyroelectric, piezoelectric or gravimetric signal [78]. This signal is then amplified, processed and displayed by the electronic system.

*Figure 1.3 Schematic of a typical biosensor.*

Of the different transducers, optical transducers have gained significant attention as these sensors provide a visual representation of the sensing event. This ability can, in principle, be beneficial for the translation of such sensors for point-of-care devices. The development of highly sensitive optical transducers has led to the use of optical biosensors in a variety of applications such as clinical diagnosis, drug design, food industry, environmental control and biomolecular engineering. Widely used optical biosensors are based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) changes [79]. Optical nano-biosensors can be devised by incorporating nanostructures of gold and silver nanomaterials exhibiting rich optical properties [59]. This phenomenon is a result of their localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). LSPR is an optical phenomenon caused by the resonant oscillation of conduction
electrons in metal nanostructures surrounded by a dielectric when stimulated by incident light [80]. Absorption and scattering of light by metal nanostructures is enhanced when the LSPR is excited. Highly confined and intense electromagnetic fields induced by LSPR provide a highly sensitive probe for the detection of small changes in the dielectric environment around the nanomaterial. This is a particularly attractive feature for sensing applications [81]. The origin of LSPR changes differentiates the sensors into two categories: aggregation sensors and refractive index sensors. Aggregation sensors are based on the change in color induced by nanoparticle aggregation as a result of biochemical interaction between complementary molecules functionalised on the metal nanoparticles. Refractive index sensors are based on the red-shift of the LSPR brought about by an increase in the refractive index around the metal nanostructures [82]. Although such sensors have shown significant potential one major limitation of such sensors is that when these nanoparticles come in contact with biological media, the high salt content typically results in nanoparticle aggregation. This can lead to change in the color of the sensor leading to false positives [70]. Therefore, there has been a significant push to explore new systems using nanoparticles for sensing applications [59].

1.2.2 Catalysts

Catalysts are inorganic molecules that lower the activation energy of thermodynamically unfavourable reactions and thereby accelerate the rate of a chemical reaction while remaining unused in the reaction [83]. Catalysis reactions are categorized into homogenous catalysis and heterogeneous catalysis reactions based on the phase of the catalyst with respect to the phase of the reactants [84-86]. In homogenous catalysis, the catalyst and reactants are in the same phase. However, recovery of nanocatalysts post-reaction has proved to be difficult; thereby limiting their applicability [45]. On the other hand, heterogeneous catalysis involves a catalyst in a phase different from that of the reactants. Heterogeneous catalysts are typically nanocatalyst adsorbed on a support allowing for easy separation from the reaction mixture...
Nanostructures that are created on templates such as paper, textiles or diatom frustules exhibit hierarchical structuring at the nanoscale thereby enhancing access to the number of catalytic sites [21, 34, 45-48].

A subset of catalysts is enzymes – organic molecules that catalyse biological reactions responsible for biological metabolism and regulation [88, 89]. Distinct functional groups in their catalytic active site provide high substrate specificity and selectivity. However, due to their organic origins, enzymatic activity is often influenced by pH, enzyme-specific substrate concentration, temperature, etc., [90]. Extreme conditions can, in fact, lead to denaturing the enzymes by breaking bonds, which change the 3D orientation and thereby affect the enzymatic activity. Additionally, the high cost involved in the synthesis, purification and storage conditions of natural enzymes restricts their use [91]. To overcome these drawbacks, artificially synthesized materials that mimic the catalytic activity of enzymes are being explored. Ronald Breslow coined the term Artificial Enzymes for the branch of biomimetic chemistry that involves the imitation of natural enzymes using alternative materials [92]. Cyclodextrins, antibodies, hematin, hemin, porphyrins, metal complexes, nanoparticles, DNAzymes, and RNAzymes have all been studied to either imitate natural enzyme-like activity or to replicate the elusive structure of an enzyme active site [72]. Among them, nanomaterials have shown significant promise and are discussed in detail in the following section.

1.3 NanoZymes

The enzyme-mimicking activity of nanomaterials was initially reported in fullerene-based nanomaterials [93], ferromagnetic nanoparticles [94], and gold nanoparticles [95]. These nanomaterials were named based on the enzyme they mimicked. Later, the term NanoZymes for nanomaterials exhibiting enzyme-mimicking activity was coined by Scrimin, Pasquato,
and co-workers [96]. Since then, there has been an explosion in research to identify different metal, metal oxide, carbon-based and other nanomaterials for their enzyme-mimic activity [72, 73].

Despite the fact that enzymes are biomolecules with a size and shape different from the crystal structure of a nanomaterial, they share similarities in terms of size, morphology, and surface charge that might be responsible for the inherent enzyme-mimic catalytic activity [97]. Controllable size, shape, and composition, structure-dependent properties, large surface area with the possibility for bioconjugation and other modifications, self-assembling capabilities, tunable response to stimuli, storage stability, and cost-effectiveness make nanomaterials an interesting choice for enzyme alternatives [72, 98, 99].

1.3.1 Types of NanoZymes

Widely reported enzyme-mimic activities of nanomaterials are peroxidase, oxidase, superoxide dismutase, catalase, and hydrolase (Figure 1.4) [52, 70, 72, 73, 100-106]. Multi-enzyme-mimicking NanoZymes that exhibit two or more enzyme-mimic properties have been developed [107-111].

Oxidase enzymes are a class of oxidoreductase enzymes that catalyses the oxidation of a substrate to H₂O or H₂O₂ where molecular oxygen is the electron acceptor. The reaction can be represented by Equation 1.5 and Equation 1.6.

\[
\text{O}_2 + 2\text{AH} \xrightarrow{\text{oxidase}} \text{H}_2\text{O} + 2\text{A} \quad \text{Equation 1.5}
\]

\[
\text{O}_2 + 2\text{AH} \xrightarrow{\text{oxidase}} \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + 2\text{A} \quad \text{Equation 1.6}
\]

NanoZymes that exhibit oxidase-mimic activity generates a chromogenic or fluorogenic product depending on the substrate. For example, 3,3′,5,5′ tetramethylbenzidine
Figure 1.4 Most commonly reported types of NanoZymes.

(TMB) and 2,2'-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS) generate a chromogenic response while Amplex red results in the formation of fluorescent resorufin. A wide range of NanoZymes have been studied to mimic oxidase activity including catechol oxidase, cytochrome c oxidase, ferroxidase, glucose oxidase, laccase, sulphite oxidase, etc., [73, 112].

Superoxide dismutase (SOD) enzymes eliminate superoxide anion O$_2^-$ by catalysing the dismutation of O$_2^-$ into either molecular oxygen or hydrogen peroxide (Equation 1.7). Superoxide radicals can cause oxidative damage if left unregulated [113]. SOD enzyme works along with catalase enzyme to effectively protect aerobic organisms from ROS-mediated oxidative stress.

$$2O_2^- + 2H^+ \xrightarrow{\text{SOD}} H_2O_2 + O_2$$

Equation 1.7
Nanomaterials displaying SOD-mimicking activity were found to not only eliminate O$_2^-$ but also other free radicals. This property of NanoZymes is significant as it strengthens the protection of biological systems from ROS related injury [73, 110, 114].

Catalase enzymes catalyse the decomposition of H$_2$O$_2$ into water and oxygen gas (Equation 1.8) [115]. Hydrogen peroxide is typically generated from superoxide radicals’ dismutation reaction in biological systems. Catalases prevent the possible conversion of stable H$_2$O$_2$ into highly reactive oxygen species [116].

\[
2\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \overset{\text{catalase}}{\longrightarrow} 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2 \quad \text{Equation 1.8}
\]

Hydrolase enzyme catalyses the hydrolysis of a chemical bond resulting in the breakdown of a large molecule into smaller molecules (Equation 1.9) [117, 118]. Their degradative properties are responsible for the breakdown of fats, lipoproteins, and other large molecules.

\[
\text{AB} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \overset{\text{hydrolase}}{\longrightarrow} \text{AOH} + \text{BH} \quad \text{Equation 1.9}
\]

Hydrolase-mimicking nanomaterials are of significance for environmental cleanup [53, 119, 120]. NanoZymes have been explored to mimic different hydrolase enzymes such as protease, carbonate ester-hydrolase, nuclease, phosphodiesterase, etc., [73].

Peroxidase enzymes are a class of oxidoreductase enzymes that catalyse the oxidation of a substrate in the presence of a peroxide, most commonly hydrogen peroxide (Equation 1.10). H$_2$O$_2$ is generated by cellular metabolism in an effort to eliminate more dangerous reactive oxygen species like superoxide. Peroxidase enzymes not only serve as detoxifying agents that prevent inflammatory diseases [121] but also build up a defence against infectious pathogens by producing hypohalous acids as in the case of myeloperoxidase [122].
Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) is a widely used peroxidase enzyme in clinical and bioanalytical applications. It is used as a detection reagent in immunohistochemistry, western blot, ELISA and other immunoassays. The activity of this enzyme is measured by the color, fluorescence or luminescence generated by the respective substrate by spectrophotometric methods. Chromogenic substrates for HRP include TMB, ABTS, \( o \)-Phenylenediamine (OPD), 3,3’-Diaminobenzidine (DAB), etc., Amplex red and luminol are the fluorogenic and chemiluminescent substrates, respectively [123].

The first reported enzyme-mimic activity of a nanomaterial was the peroxidase-mimicking activity of Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) [94]. Following which, a wide range of nanoparticles including iron, noble metals, vanadium, carbon, and metal-organic framework-based nanomaterials with peroxidase-mimic activity have been developed and used in a wide variety of applications such as biomolecule sensing [52, 70, 101-104], therapeutics [124], imaging [125, 126], antibacterial [100, 127], cancer therapy [105], anti-biofouling [128], wastewater treatment [94], etc.,

1.3.2 Application of NanoZymes in biosensing

As an alternative strategy to overcome the low sensor specificity of LSPR based optical nano-biosensors, enzyme-based biosensors have come to be used extensively for their sensitivity and selectivity towards the target. Their specific binding capabilities and catalytic activity contribute to analyte detection either (i) by the enzymatic conversion of the analyte to sensor-detectable products, (ii) by analyte induced enzyme activation or inhibition, or (iii) by changes in enzymatic properties as a result of enzyme-analyte interaction [129]. Such biosensors can be used continuously as the enzyme is not consumed in the reaction. However, the stability of enzymes limits the sensor’s lifetime [130]. This is one of the primary reason
for the incorporation of NanoZymes in biosensors for a wide variety of biotechnological and biomedical applications such as diagnostic medicine, targeted drug delivery, analyte detection in food and health industry [98, 112]. Apart from electrochemical, fluorescent and chemiluminescent biosensing approaches, NanoZymes involved in colorimetric approaches have been fabricated and utilized for an easy, fast, selective, and cost-effective biosensing [131]. Colorimetric biosensors involve a simple UV-visible spectroscopic measurement or even naked-eye detection. The lack of any advanced instruments makes this biosensing approach easy to convert to a point-of-care format. The colorimetric NanoZyme based biosensing approach has been successfully used to detect biomolecules [36, 52, 102, 105, 132, 133], pesticides [70, 101, 103], virus [104], metal ions [134] etc.,

Among the various biomolecules, detection of glucose is of significance in clinical diagnostics, food analysis and research [78, 135]. An abnormal level of glucose in the blood is the primary symptom of Diabetes mellitus [136]. Regular monitoring of glucose levels in the body is the key to diabetes management. In Type I diabetic condition, renal complications arise such as renal glycosuria and Fanconi syndrome where glucose is eliminated in the urine. Therefore it is essential to develop analytical tools to monitor urine glucose levels.

Glucose biosensing is realized in a two-step process (Figure 1.5). First, glucose oxidase catalyses glucose oxidation to D-glucono-1,5-lactone and hydrogen peroxide in the presence of molecular oxygen. In the second step, the horseradish peroxidase (HRP) enzyme catalyses the reduction of while simultaneously oxidising a substrate. Typically, the oxidised substrate generates a measurable colorimetric signal. Glucose oxidase is a stable enzyme that is catalytically active at 37 °C in slightly acidic pH [137]. However, HRP can be easily inactivated by its substrate H₂O₂ [90]. Hence new strategies to replace HRP have come about including the use of peroxidase-mimicking NanoZymes.
This approach was used by Wei and Wang to detect glucose using peroxidase-mimicking magnetic Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles. The nanoparticles were found to be capable of detecting glucose in the range of 50 µM to 1 mM concentration. The system was also specific to glucose in the presence of interfering analogous of glucose such as fructose, lactose, and maltose [138]. The practical applicability of NanoZyme-based sensing systems have been demonstrated to detect glucose in a wide variety of real samples such as clinical samples of blood, urine, sweat and food samples including fruit juices. Specifically, a few examples of peroxidase-mimicking NanoZymes used for glucose sensing are summarised in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2 Peroxidase-mimicking NanoZymes used for colorimetric glucose sensing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NanoZymes</th>
<th>Linear range (mM)</th>
<th>Sample type</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-dots</td>
<td>0.001 – 0.5</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[139]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-C₃N₄</td>
<td>0.005 – 0.1</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[140]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g-C₃N₄ nanosheets</td>
<td>0.0005 – 0.01</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[141]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₆₀-carboxyfullerenes</td>
<td>0.001 – 0.04</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-G quantum dots</td>
<td>0.025 – 0.375</td>
<td>Fruit juice and serum</td>
<td>[143]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag@fabric</td>
<td>0.1 – 2</td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch-Ag nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.005 – 0.2</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[144]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au@Ag nanorods</td>
<td>0.05 – 20</td>
<td>Fruit juice and serum</td>
<td>[145]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au@Pt nanorods</td>
<td>0.045 – 0.4</td>
<td>N.R.</td>
<td>[146]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.001 – 0.04</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[147]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeO₂ nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.0066 – 0.13</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[148]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoFe nanoplates</td>
<td>0.001 – 0.01</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[149]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuO nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.1 – 8</td>
<td>N.R.</td>
<td>[150]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu nanoclusters</td>
<td>0.1 – 2</td>
<td>N.R.</td>
<td>[151]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.001 – 0.1</td>
<td>Fruit juice and serum</td>
<td>[152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-Ag NPs/rGO NPs</td>
<td>0.001 – 0.03</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO-Fe₃O₄ nanocomposites</td>
<td>0.002 – 0.2</td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>[153]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄ G-nanocomposites</td>
<td>0.005 – 0.5</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.05 – 1</td>
<td>N.R.</td>
<td>[138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄-Pd nanohybrids</td>
<td>0.0005 – 0.06</td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>[155]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFe₂O₄ (M=Mg, Ni, Cu) NPs</td>
<td>0.00094 – 0.025</td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>[156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiFe nanosheets</td>
<td>0.05 – 2</td>
<td>Fruit juice</td>
<td>[157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiO nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.05 – 0.5</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiPd nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.005 – 0.5</td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>[159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt nanoclusters</td>
<td>0 – 0.2</td>
<td>Serum</td>
<td>[160]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt-DNA complexes</td>
<td>0.0001 – 1</td>
<td>Fruit juice</td>
<td>[161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.005 – 0.125</td>
<td>Fruit juice and serum</td>
<td>[162]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnFe₂O₄ nanoparticles</td>
<td>0.00125 – 0.01875</td>
<td>Urine</td>
<td>[163]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.R.: Not reported
1.4 Motivation

The increased occurrence of Diabetes mellitus has brought significant attention towards the development of glucose sensors. Blood glucose monitors have been quite successful commercially [164]. However, invasive methods of sample collection can be quite painful especially in the cases of high-level diabetes and juvenile diabetes where multiple testings are required in a single day. Long term effects of diabetes also lead to renal complications where glucose elimination occurs through urine. Therefore, there is a need for urine glucose sensors to not only monitor diabetes but also the health of the kidneys [135]. There have been several reports using colloidal NanoZyme-based sensing systems for urine glucose detection. However, such systems are easily saturated by the high concentrations of glucose in urine as the linear dynamic range for such sensors are typically in the pM range. One way to shift the dynamic range is to increase the concentration of NanoZyme. However, increasing the NanoZyme load to cope with a larger analyte concentration would affect the sensor response with LSPR or nanoparticle scattering interference. One possible way to overcome this limitation is to load NanoZymes on templates. This will create a system where the reaction can be controlled by either introducing the catalyst or removing the catalyst. Such on-demand catalytic systems are termed as free-standing NanoZyme systems [52]. By incorporating nanoparticles of high catalytic activity, the range of detection could be increased to the biologically relevant concentration. Further, as higher loading of NanoZymes may produce an intense color, it will eliminate the need for advanced instruments makes this colorimetric biosensing approach easy to convert to a point-of-care format.

1.5 Thesis outline

The work presented in this thesis illustrates strategies to improve the detection of glucose by NanoZymes. This was done by first determining the NanoZyme activity of Cu and bimetallic
nanoparticles of Cu, followed by the application of this activity towards biosensing of glucose.

A chapter-wise summary of the thesis is as follows:

**Chapter 2** explains the working principle of all the instruments that were used for the characterization of the nanomaterials. The instruments include UV-visible absorption spectroscopy (UV-vis), fluorescence spectroscopy, Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (AES), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS).

**Chapter 3** explains a simple strategy for the synthesis of copper nanoparticles on the 3D matrix of a cotton textile (Cu@Fabric). The ability of the free-standing peroxidase-mimicking NanoZyme to detect glucose in urine in the biologically relevant range is then shown. The use of a template such as cotton fabric increases the NanoZyme load that participates in the reaction. The peroxidase-mimicking activity of the Cu@Fabric was evaluated using a peroxidase substrate – TMB. The performance of the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme as glucose sensor was assessed in terms of glucose detection range, limit of detection (LoD), specificity, accuracy, and precision. The practical feasibility of the sensor was validated for glucose detection in human urine samples and compared with the results obtained from laboratory gold standard (glucose oxidase-horseradish peroxidase) and commercial urine glucose test strips.

**Chapter 4** describes the fabrication of bimetallic nanoparticles on the 3D matrix of cotton fabric (CuAg@Fabric, CuAu@Fabric, CuPt@Fabric, and CuPd@Fabric) using a simple method of galvanic replacement. These systems were evaluated for enhancement or decrement in their intrinsic peroxidase-mimicking catalytic activity in comparison to the Cu@Fabric. Further, the NanoZyme system with the highest catalytic activity – Cu-
Pt@Fabric – was chosen to develop a glucose-sensing system that can detect glucose in undiluted samples of urine. The colorimetric response of the system to glucose and the catalyst stability were evaluated against the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme system.

Chapter 5 summarises the significant outcomes of both the research projects worked on in this thesis. The potential for further work in this area is also provided.

1.6 References


CHAPTER 2

Characterization techniques

This chapter summarises the operating principles of the various characterization methods used during the course of the current work.


2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the principle underlying the techniques used to characterize the nanomaterials synthesized in this study is described. The techniques include UV-visible Absorption Spectroscopy (UV-vis spectroscopy), Fluorescence Spectroscopy, Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (AES), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS).

2.2 UV-visible Absorption Spectroscopy

The basis for UV-vis absorption spectroscopy is the interaction of light with materials. When a beam of light passes through a solution, the intensity of the emerging radiation is always lesser than the incident radiation. Reflection and scattering play a minor role in the loss of light through the solution. However, a majority of energy loss in the emerging radiation is due to absorption by the particulate matter in the solution. When a material absorbs energy, electrons in the material are excited to higher energy levels. Thus, a correlation between the absorbed energy by the matter and the energy of the incident light beam allows determining the energy required to make an electronic transition from the lower energy state to the excited state using the equation:

\[ \Delta E = h \nu = \frac{hc}{\lambda} \quad \text{Equation 2.1} \]

where \( \Delta E \) is the difference in energy between the two energy levels involved in the transition, \( h \) is the Planck’s constant \( (6.626 \times 10^{-34} \text{ J.s}) \), \( c \) is the speed of light \( (2.997 \times 10^8 \text{ ms}^{-1}) \) and, \( \lambda \) is the incident light wavelength. Beer-Lambert law relates single-photon absorption ie., attenuation of light, to the properties of the material through which it travels \([1, 2]\). The law
relates the intensity of the incident light to that of the transmitted light through the sample via the equation:

$$\log_{10}\frac{I_0}{I} = \varepsilon cl = A \quad \text{Equation 2.2}$$

where $I_0$ is the intensity of incident light, $I$ is the intensity of transmitted light, $\varepsilon$ is the molar extinction coefficient of the sample, $c$ is the molar concentration of the absorbing molecules in the sample and, $l$ is the pathlength of light through the sample. $A$ is the simplified form of $\log_{10}\frac{I_0}{I}$ which is the absorbance or optical density of the material. A UV-vis spectrum provides an absorbance output (arbitrary unit) that is directly proportional to the concentration of the sample. Using a series of known sample concentrations, a standard curve (or calibration graph) of Absorbance vs. concentration is plotted. A linear curve is obtained if Beer-Lambert law is obeyed. This plot is then used to determine the unknown concentration in a test sample. Thus, UV-vis spectroscopy is a quantitative technique for studying reaction kinetics by measuring the rate of change in reactant or product concentration by measuring the change in absorbance of colored solutions over time.

![Basic instrumentation of a UV-vis spectrophotometer.](image)

In this thesis, UV-vis spectroscopic measurements for NanoZyme activity and colorimetric biosensing were obtained on the CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG Labtech), operating at a resolution of 2 nm over a wavelength range of 220-1000 nm.
2.3 Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Fluorescence spectroscopy is based on the analysis of light emitted by a substance when it absorbs electromagnetic radiation. When a beam of light is incident on a fluorophore (fluorescent capable molecule), the $\pi$ electrons of this molecule are excited to one of the vibrational levels in the excited electronic state by absorbing a photon. Collisions in the excited electronic state cause the molecule to lose vibrational energy and drop to the ground electronic state, emitting a photon in the process [3]. In a typical fluorescence emission measurement, the fixed wavelength of light illuminates the fluorophore and the emission is detected over a range of wavelength. This technique can be used both for qualitative and quantitative analysis. The shape and intensity of the fluorescence spectra are influenced by the excitation wavelength, concentration of the analyte solvent, incident light absorption by the sample and path length of light.

In this work, fluorescence spectroscopic measurement for the generation of hydroxyl radicals ($\cdot$OH radicals) was carried out on the CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG Labtech). The fluorescence spectra were recorded between 325 and 550 nm using terephthalic acid as a fluorescent probe that was excited at 315 nm.

2.4 Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (AES)

Atomic emission spectroscopy is a chemical analysis technique where the light emitted from a flame, arc, plasma or spark is used to identify the element as well as its quantity in the sample. The analyte is first aerosolized using an atomizer. This sample is then exposed to a flame to supply energy to the atoms in the form of heat. Depending on the type of atom, they each take up different amounts of energy and thereby jump to their corresponding higher energy levels. When the atoms fall back to their original energy level, they give out energy in
the form of photons (light). Each element has a unique wavelength of emission [4]. The emission wavelength can be measured to determine the type of element present in the sample, and the intensity of emission is proportional to the concentration of the element. AES allows for both qualitative and quantitative analysis.

**Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of AES.**

In the current work, the metal ion content in the synthesized nanomaterials was measured on the Agilent 4100 Microwave Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectrometer (MP-AES).

### 2.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Morphological characterization of nanomaterials is typically done on electron microscopes. The working principle of electron microscopes is based on conventional optical microscopes. In the case of electron microscopes, the sample illumination source is electron beam instead of light, electromagnets focus the beam in place of glass lens and the detector is an electron detector. Image resolution in electron microscopes is much higher as the wavelength of an electron beam is in the Angstrom order. Scanning electron microscopy is a type of electron microscopic technique that creates a magnified image of a sample surface by focusing a beam of electrons on the sample followed by creating an image using the electrons that come out of the sample [5]. In SEM, an electron gun generates a high energy electron beam, which is then focussed onto the specimen surface by electromagnets. The electron beams systematically
rasters across the sample surface. Electron beam interaction with the sample results in the generation of low-energy secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, X-ray emission, Auger electrons, and photons. Secondary electrons are ejected from the sample surface when the incident electron beam knocks into atoms and displaces electrons. They possess low energy and are ideal for topographical analysis. Backscattered electrons are the elastically scattered electrons from the incident beam. The trajectory of these electrons within the sample changes but its energy and velocity essentially remains constant. They are generated from deeper within the sample and thus give information on the physical and chemical characteristics of the sample. Characteristic X-rays are emitted when an electron in a higher energy shell transitions to a lower energy shell to take the place of an electron-hole that was created by the incident electron beam exciting an electron in the inner shell. These X-rays are analyzed using an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX). Backscattered electrons and secondary electrons together contribute to the development of a pseudo three dimensional SEM image. The electron detector collects the signal generated from the sample. Secondary electrons are usually used to image sample surface. Sample shape majorly influences the signal generated with brighter spots at the edges and pointy ends.

The SEM imaging of all nanomaterials used in this study was done on the FEI Verios XHR-SEM.

### 2.6 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX)

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy is a characterization technique for qualitative and quantitative analysis of the elemental composition of a sample. The basic principle for this method is that each element exhibits a unique electromagnetic emission spectrum because of its atomic structure [6]. The sample is excited by focussing an electron beam in either a scanning electron or transmission electron microscope. The beam electrons interact with the
atoms that make up the sample by exciting an electron in an inner shell. This creates an electron-hole which is then filled by another electron from the outer, higher-energy shell. The difference in energy between the higher energy and lower energy shell triggers the emission of energy in the form of X-rays. Two types of X-ray emission is observed: Bremsstrahlung X-rays and Characteristic X-rays. The Energy Dispersive detector detects the X-rays and displays the output as the intensity or number of X-rays versus the X-ray energy. The energy associated with each characteristic X-ray corresponds to a specific element, while the intensity of this X-ray quantifies the concentration of the element in the sample. The incident beam penetrates the sample in a tear-drop like shape and the X-rays emitted reach the detector from further inside the sample. Thus, estimation of relative abundance of elements in a sample is possible along with measurement of layer thickness in multi-layer metallic samples and analysis of alloys. An EDX map shows the distribution of elements on the surface of the sample by rastering the electron beam across the surface followed by correlating the X-rays detected with the position of the beam.

In this thesis, EDX analysis was performed on the FEI Verios XHR-SEM fitted with Oxford X-Max 20 Silicon Drift Detector.

2.7 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

Characterization of nanomaterials by X-ray diffraction provides information on the composition and crystal structure of the material. This technique is based on the diffraction of incident monochromatic X-rays when it hits a crystalline structure [7]. When a material is bombarded with a beam of X-ray (generated using a cathode ray tube), the crystal structure that makes up the material diffracts the beam in specific directions. The angle of diffraction depends on the unit cell dimensions and lattice structure of the crystal while the geometrical dependence of the component atoms on the lattice points influences the diffracted beam
intensity. X-rays scattered by atoms at different positions are collected by the detector with a relative phase shift. The intensity of X-rays scattered from the crystal is then measured. An interference pattern that corresponds to the diffraction angle and relative atomic position is generated. The crystal structure is then determined by applying Bragg’s law to the interference pattern. Bragg’s equation describes the principle of X-ray diffraction as:

\[ n\lambda = 2d \sin \theta \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.3}

where \( n \) is the positive integer representing the order of diffraction, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the incident X-ray, \( d \) is the interplanar distance of the atoms in the material and, \( \theta \) is the angle of diffraction. When the diffraction angle and the wavelength of incident X-ray are known, the Bragg equation can be rearranged to calculate the interplanar spacing.

\[ d = \frac{n\lambda}{2 \sin \theta} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2.4}

Thus, structural details of the nanomaterial such as the crystal planes can be determined by a non-destructive method.

\[ 
\text{Figure 2.3 Schematic of Bragg's diffraction law.} 
\]

The XRD patterns presented in this work were obtained using Bruker D4 Endeavour operated at a voltage of 40 kV and 40 mA current with Cu Kα radiation source.
2.8 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a surface-sensitive technique that provides information on the composition and electronic transitional state of the elements on the surface of the material. The technique is based on the Photoelectric Effect which is the emission of electrons or other free carriers when illuminated by light [8]. In XPS, a sample is irradiated by a beam of X-ray under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) of $10^{-9} – 10^{-10}$ Torr. X-ray interaction with the sample causes ionization of surface atoms leading to the emission of core electrons (photoelectrons). The binding energy of the electrons that are emitted can be determined by using the equation developed with the efforts of Ernest Rutherford:

$$KE = h\nu - BE - \Phi \quad Equation 2.5$$

where $KE$ is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron, $h\nu$ is the energy of the incident X-ray photon, $BE$ is the binding energy of the electron to its associated orbital, $\Phi$ is the work function that is dependent on the spectrophotometer and the material. The kinetic energy of the emitted electron is measured and using the other known parameters, the binding energy of the electron is calculated. The binding energy of each element’s orbitals is unique and thus characteristic peaks appear in the spectra corresponding to the electron configuration within the atoms. The intensity of each peak is directly proportional to the amount of that element in the sample. Thus using XPS we can determine the elements that make up the sample along with their oxidation states and the other elements they are bonded to.
**Figure 2.4** Schematic representation of the principle of XPS.

In this work, XPS measurements were recorded on the Thermo K-Alpha XPS instrument with Al Kα radiation and 1486.6 eV photon energy. Shirley algorithm was used for background correction of core-level spectra and chemically distinct species were resolved using non-linear least-squares fitting procedure. Core level binding energies were charge corrected with adventitious carbon binding energy (285 eV).

### 2.9 References


CHAPTER 3

Copper nanoparticles embedded within a matrix of cotton fabric as recoverable NanoZyme catalyst for the colorimetric detection of glucose in urine

Long-term effects of *Diabetes mellitus* include renal complications where glucose is eliminated in the urine. Therefore, it is important to detect glucose in both blood and urine. While commercial urine strips are user-friendly, they have limitations in terms of sensitivity and are typically time-sensitive. As an alternative, enzyme-mimicking catalytic behaviour of nanoparticles (NanoZymes) have been exploited to develop glucose sensors. While solution-based NanoZymes look promising, they are limited to detecting low concentrations of glucose. Given that the concentration of glucose in urine is typically high, NanoZyme loading on absorbent templates is a simple strategy to increase the concentration of the NanoZyme catalyst. In this chapter, the ability of copper nanoparticles to promote the catalytic oxidation of peroxidase substrate TMB to its second oxidation product (yellow) is shown. The high catalytic efficiency allowed the sensor to push the linear operational dynamic range for glucose sensing from 0.5 mM – 15 mM. The robustness of the sensing platform was established by evaluating its ability to detect urine glucose in diabetic urine samples without any need for sample dilution.
3.1 Introduction

Glucose is a molecule of significant interest as it is regarded as the central source of energy. Its homeostasis is critical to human health. Glucose at abnormal levels in the blood is the primary symptom of Diabetes mellitus [1]. WHO reports that its prevalence is rapid in low and middle-income countries and estimates that one in two adults has undiagnosed diabetes [1]. The key to diabetes management is to monitor and control the level of glucose in the body frequently. Current glucose monitors use invasive methods for blood extraction that serves as the source of sample [2, 3]. A new technology – continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) is well recognized but the costs associated with this technology limits its application to high-income populations. In addition to blood, urine glucose is also important as it allows to monitor renal functions [2, 3]. This is due to the fact that high glucose levels or extended periods of high glucose as observed in Type I juvenile diabetes can lead to renal glycosuria. In this case, urine glucose levels can be significantly high even if the blood glucose levels are normal [4]. Therefore, it is essential to develop analytical tools that will accurately monitor urine glucose levels. Additionally, using urine as a sample for detection is non-invasive, can reduce patient discomfort and has high usefulness in low resource settings to screen for undiagnosed diabetes with minimal infrastructure where blood-based tests are not a viable option [5].

Glucose monitoring tools typically use a combination of glucose oxidase (GOx) – Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) enzyme for detection. In this reaction, GOx oxidises glucose to produce gluconic acid and H$_2$O$_2$ as a by-product. The H$_2$O$_2$ then serves as a substrate for HRP to catalyse the conversion of a non-colored substrate to a colored product [6, 7]. A potential issue with this system is that peroxidases, ubiquitous enzymes that catalyse a variety of oxygen-transfer reaction, are unstable and can be inactivated by their substrate, hydrogen
peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$) [8, 9]. Therefore, new strategies are being developed to either improve the stability of HRP [6, 10] or explore artificial enzymes as a potential alternative [11-15]. One such artificial enzyme technology is ‘NanoZymes’ where it was shown that nanoparticles possess intrinsic enzyme-mimic activity. NanoZymes are inorganic by nature and are a subset of inorganic catalysts [11-15]. The enzyme-mimicking activity is dominated by the composition, size, shape, surface characteristics of the nanoparticles and the catalytic activity can be fine-tuned by optimizing the reaction conditions [11-22] and in some cases, can be regulated by external stimuli such as light or molecular imprinting [16, 23-25]. Given that inorganic nanoparticles have high ambient stability than organic enzymes and have enzyme-mimic activity at physiological conditions, NanoZymes have been recognized as a potential alternative to natural enzymes [11-15, 26-35]. Additionally, the use of nanoparticles will also allow easy surface modification to attach recognition moieties that can aid in the detection of specific molecules [11, 12, 17, 18, 36]. Therefore, it is unsurprising to see that NanoZymes have been explored in sensing, antibacterial, pro-drug therapy, and environmental clean-up applications [11-13, 15-18, 21, 22, 36, 37].

In the context of sensing applications, NanoZyme-based sensors provide a colorimetric response i.e. change in the color of the solution, allowing for visual eye detection [11-13, 15, 17-20, 38] in comparison to other sensing platforms [39-45]. Particularly, water-dispersible colloidal NanoZymes have been at the forefront of developing sensors for glucose detection [46-51]. However, when using colloidal NanoZymes, due to the high concentrations of glucose in urine, the NanoZyme activity will rapidly saturate and limit the dynamic operating range of the sensor [46]. It is possible to increase the concentration of the NanoZyme to improve the dynamic range [18]. But the potential interference of colloidal nanoparticles in visual detection either due to SPR (metal nanoparticles) and/or scattering can lead to inaccurate sensor response [52-54]. One simple strategy to increase the NanoZyme
concentration without potential interference is to immobilize nanoparticles on three-dimensional (3D) templates. Recent works have shown the potential of using cotton textile/buds as a template due to its porosity, absorbency, and hierarchical structuring [19, 41, 44, 55-57] allowing easy access to a large number of catalytically active sites to promote heterogeneous catalysis reactions [55, 56] and develop gas sensors and flexible electronic devices [41, 44, 58]. By increasing the nanoparticle loading on cotton textiles, the ability of Ag@Fabric to detect mM level of glucose in urine samples with high accuracy was recently shown [19].

In the current chapter, the ability of copper to promote catalytic reactions with high efficiency is exploited to develop a glucose monitoring system. For this, catalytically active copper nanoparticles were first embedded within the 3D matrix of cotton fabrics. The high catalytic efficiency of the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme was evident from its ability to promote the oxidation of TMB to its second oxidation product (yellow) rather than the relatively stable charge-transfer complex product (blue). This is the first time the ability of a NanoZyme to form the yellow product without the addition of sulfuric acid is shown. Further, due to the high catalytic efficiency, the linear operational dynamic range for glucose sensing was pushed from 0.5 mM – 15 mM. The practical applicability of the sensing system was established by accurately quantifying glucose concentrations in urine samples obtained from a healthy and diabetic volunteer. The high recovery obtained outlines the robustness of the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme system.

3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Materials and reagents

Tin(II) chloride (SnCl₂), palladium(II) nitrate (Pd(NO₃)₂), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), potassium sodium tartrate tetrahydrate (C₄H₄KNaO₆·4H₂O), copper sulfate pentahydrate
(CuSO₄·5H₂O), formaldehyde (CH₂O, 36.5-38% in H₂O), 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), 2,2’-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid) (ABTS), o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride (OPD), sodium acetate anhydrous (C₂H₃NaO₂), acetic acid (CH₃COOH), terephthalic acid (TA), glucose (C₆H₁₂O₆), glucose oxidase (GOx from *Aspergillus niger*), horseradish peroxidase (HRP), sucrose (C₁₂H₂₂O₁₁), fructose (C₆H₁₂O₆), lactose (C₁₂H₂₂O₁₁), maltose (C₁₂H₂₂O₁₁) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Australia. Hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂, 30% w/w) was purchased from Chem-Supply Pty Ltd. Cotton fabric was bought from the local market. Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ cm) was obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q water purification system.

### 3.2.2 Synthesis of Cu@Fabric

The Cu@Fabric was fabricated according to previous reports [55, 56]. The individual fibers of a cotton fabric were coated with copper nanoparticles through an electroless deposition technique. 20 pieces of 1 cm × 1 cm cotton fabric were first sensitized in an acidic SnCl₂ solution (3.0 mM) for 1 hour. Followed by a quick wash with deionized water, the sensitized fabrics were exposed to aqueous Pd(NO₃)₂ (3.0 mM) for 30 minutes. A simple galvanic replacement reaction results in the formation of Pd⁰ nuclei that act as seeds for copper deposition [55, 56]. The Pd⁰ fabrics were exposed to a solution containing NaOH (1 M), potassium sodium tartrate (0.3 M), copper(II) sulfate (0.1 M) and formaldehyde (0.5 M) for 5 hours at 55°C.

### 3.2.3 Characterisation

The Cu@Fabric was immobilized on an aluminum stub for imaging by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a FEI Verios SEM instrument operating at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. EDX analysis was performed on the FEI Verios SEM fitted with an Oxford X-Max 20 Silicon Drift Detector. X-ray diffraction measurements were performed on Bruker D8
Advance XRD instrument operated at 40 kV and 40 mA with Cu Kα radiation. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out using a Thermo K-Alpha XPS instrument (Al Kα radiation, photon energy of 1486.6 eV) with Cu 2p core level binding energy recorded at the pass energy of 20 eV. The spectrum was background corrected using a Shirley background algorithm and chemically distinct species were resolved using a nonlinear least squares fitting procedure [59] and the core level binding energy (BE) was charge corrected with adventitious carbon (285 eV).

3.2.4 Peroxidase-mimic NanoZyme activity of Cu@Fabric

The peroxidase-mimic activity of the Cu@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm) NanoZyme was first confirmed by its ability to promote the oxidation of colorless peroxidase substrate – TMB to its colored product in the presence of H₂O₂ with λ_max at 652 nm (blue for one-electron oxidation) or 450 nm (yellow for two-electron oxidation). The reaction was carried out in 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5) containing 0.2 mM TMB and 10 mM H₂O₂ at 37 °C. Post-reaction, the Cu@Fabric was extracted from the reaction for spectroscopic measurements. The reaction was monitored as a function of time using CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG Labtech). The ability of the NanoZyme to oxidise other peroxidase substrates were also tested using OPD and ABTS and the oxidation product was assessed at λ_max 417 nm and 420 nm, respectively.

The intrinsic peroxidase-mimic activity of the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme was confirmed by assessing the activity of potentially leached Cu ions. For this, the Cu@Fabric was incubated in 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5) for 30 min. The potential leached ions were then used as catalyst using similar conditions as used previously. The reaction conditions were optimized by varying the NanoZyme concentration (149 – 1430 ppm equivalent of Cu ions), pH (2 – 10) and temperature (25 – 60 °C), where all reaction conditions were kept consistent. Steady-state kinetic analysis was performed at a fixed concentration of Cu and independently varying the concentration of H₂O₂ (5 – 40mM) and TMB (0.05 – 0.8 mM). The colorimetric response
was fitted to Michaelis-Menten plot using OriginPro 2016. Important enzyme-kinetic parameters such as Michaelis-Menten constant ($K_m$) and maximum reaction velocity ($V_{max}$) were calculated using equation 1.

\[
\frac{1}{V_0} = \frac{K_m}{V_{max}} \left( \frac{1}{[S]} + \frac{1}{K_m} \right)
\]

*Equation 3.1*

where $V_0$ corresponds to the initial reaction velocity, $V_{max}$ denotes the maximum reaction velocity, [S] is the substrate concentration, and $K_m$ represents the Michaelis-Menten constant.

### 3.2.5 Mechanism of peroxidase-mimic activity

The catalytic mechanism of H$_2$O$_2$ degradation to form hydroxyl radicals by the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme was established using a fluorescence assay where terephthalic acid (TA) was used as a capture probe for ·OH radicals. TA captures ·OH radicals to form a fluorescent 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid and can be measured between 325 and 550 nm (excitation wavelength of 315 nm) using a CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG Labtech). The reaction includes 10 mM H$_2$O$_2$ and 1 mM TA with Cu@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm containing 540 ppm equivalent of Cu ions) in 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5) at 37°C.

### 3.2.6 Colorimetric detection of glucose

In contrast to the previous work with Ag@Fabric where a two-step process was carried out, glucose detection was carried out in a single step. The reaction containing a mixture of 2 mg mL$^{-1}$ glucose oxidase (50 µL), glucose (5-200 mM stock, 50 µL), 12.5 mM TMB (20 µL) and 50 mM NaAc buffer at pH 5 (380 µL) – Total reaction volume of 500 µL was incubated at 37 °C for 20 min for the GOx to react with glucose. To this mixture, a piece of the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm containing 540 ppm equivalent of Cu ions) was added and incubated for 10 min at 37 °C. The Cu@Fabric NanoZyme was extracted after 10 min to stop the reaction and the oxidation product was recorded at 652 nm. The dynamic linear range was
calculated by plotting the Absorbance $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ against glucose concentration. The line of best fit was determined using OriginPro2016 using a direct weighting method. Important sensor parameters such as the limit of detection (LoD), accuracy and precision were calculated. LoD was calculated using the formula $3.3\times (\text{SD of the Y-intercept/slope})$. Accuracy and precision were calculated by considering the colorimetric response obtained from 15 independent experiments. The accuracy was determined by using $(n/N) \times 100$ formula at 10% confidence interval where $n$ represents the sensing events that fall within the target glucose responses and $N$ is the total number of test events. The % precision was calculated by the coefficient of variation (CoV) method using the formula $\% \text{Precision} = 100 - \%\text{CoV}$. Specificity was assessed by measuring the sensor response in the presence of 10 mM glucose analogues viz. lactose, sucrose, fructose, and maltose independently. The response was also measured when using a combination of glucose analogues (10 mM) and glucose (5 mM).

Glucose detection in urine was carried out in urine samples obtained from a healthy and diabetic volunteer (samples stored at 4 °C until used). Before using the sample, the urine was centrifuged at 14,500 RPM for 15 min to remove any cells and other debris. The glucose concentration was determined by three methods.

*Method 1:* GOx-HRP – 50 μL of 2 mg mL$^{-1}$ GOx, 50 μL urine sample and 20 μL of TMB (12.5 mM) were incubated at 37 °C for 20 min in 360 μL of 50 mM NaAc buffer at pH 5. 20 μL HRP (40 ng mL$^{-1}$) was then added to the above solution and a further incubated of 10 min at 37 °C. The TMB oxidised product was recorded at 652 nm.

*Method 2:* Cu@Fabric NanoZyme – The process is similar to that described for Method 1 except that the Cu@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm containing 540 ppm equivalent of Cu ions) was added in place of HRP. A point to highlight is the fact that the buffer condition was not changed as shown in previous reports of using NanoZymes [19].
Method 3: Urine glucose dipstick – the commercial test strip by Bayer, Diastix was exposed to urine samples for 30 sec. Following which the color developed on the test pad was matched against the reference color chart to determine the approximate amount of glucose in the sample.

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Fabrication and characterization of Cu@Fabric

The deposition of copper nanoparticles on individual threads of a cotton fabric occurs via an electroless process. During this, the cotton fabric is first sensitized using acidic tin chloride solution where Sn\(^{2+}\) ions bind to the fabric. The Sn\(^{2+}\) ions facilitate the galvanic replacement reaction in the second step where the favorable potentials between Sn\(^{2+/4+}\) (+0.15 V vs SHE - standard hydrogen electrode) and Pd\(^{2+/0}\) (+0.99 V vs SHE) allow the Pd\(^0\) nanoparticles to be formed on the surface of the fabric with concomitant release of Sn\(^4+\) ions into the solution [55, 56]. Although this step is not essential, it was previously reported that the Pd\(^0\) increases the rate of Cu deposition [55]. In the last step of copper nanoparticle deposition, copper sulfate which is complexed with sodium potassium tartrate is reduced by formaldehyde under alkaline conditions. The complexation of copper to sodium potassium tartrate is essential as it regulates the concentration of metal ions during the deposition process and allows for the reaction to proceed at higher pH [60]. The amount of Cu deposited was calculated using atomic emission spectroscopy (AES). For this, a standard curve with known concentrations of Cu was used. The amount of Cu deposited on the fabric was determined by measuring the unreacted Cu in the solution post-reaction. A total of 540 ± 30 ppm of Cu was deposited on 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm fabric.

The deposition of copper on cotton fabric results in the formation of sub-100 nm quasi-spherical copper nanostructures as observed in the SEM image (Figure 3.1a). The
deposition resulted in a reddish-brown fabric color which is due to the collective localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of the sub-100 nm copper nanoparticles [55, 56, 59]. The EDX elemental map further shows the uniform distribution of copper nanoparticles across the fabric surface (Figure 3.1b). Characteristic energy lines of C Kα (0.277 keV), O Kα (0.524 keV), Cu Lα (0.929 keV), Cu Kα (8.04 keV) and Cu Kβ (8.89 keV) were observed in the EDX spectrum (Figure 3.1c). The energy lines of C Kα and O Kα is predominately from the underlying cotton fabric [55], while the Cu energy lines arise from the copper nanoparticles.

**Figure 3.1** Materials characterization of Cu@Fabric. (a) high and low magnification SEM image of the Cu@Fabric; (b) EDX layered map containing the elemental distribution of Cu and O (in red and green respectively); (c) EDX spectrum obtained from scanning an area of the Cu@Fabric; (d) XRD pattern obtained from Cu@Fabric where * symbol represents Cu (JCPDS 85-1326) and the # symbol represents CuO (JCPDS 78-0428); and (e) XPS core level spectrum of Cu 2p obtained from Cu@Fabric.
The crystalline nature of the copper nanoparticles was determined using XRD (Figure 3.1d) where typical Bragg reflections corresponding to metallic Cu nanoparticles were observed (JCPDS 85-1326). Bragg reflections corresponding to cupric oxide (CuO marked by #) were also observed. This is due to the high propensity of copper to oxidise in air [59]. XPS analysis was also performed to understand the oxidation states of the copper nanoparticles (Figure 3.1e). The Cu 2p core level shows characteristic 2p_{3/2} and 2p_{1/2} splitting components (spin-orbit splitting \( \approx 19.7 \) eV) and could be deconvoluted into two discrete 2p_{3/2} components at binding energies (BE) of \( \text{ca.} \) 932.8 and 934.7 eV. These correspond to copper in the zerovalent (Cu\(^0\)) and Cu\(^{2+}\) oxidation states, respectively [59]. The shake-up satellites at \( \text{ca.} \) 943.5 and 964 eV also corroborates the formation of the CuO or Cu in the +2 oxidation state as observed in the XRD [59].

### 3.3.2 Enzyme-like activity of free-standing Cu@Fabric NanoZyme

The peroxidase-mimic activity of Cu@Fabric was evaluated using a chromogenic peroxidase substrate – TMB. In the presence of H\(_2\)O\(_2\) and the Cu@Fabric, a blue-colored product was observed within 5 min of the reaction (Figure 3.2a). This product is due to the loss of a single electron from TMB resulting in a charge-transfer complex [61, 62]. This complex is reported to be quite stable where a rapid equilibrium is achieved between the parent diamine TMB, cation radical (TMB\(_\text{ox} \) – \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = \) 652 nm) and the diimine derivative (double oxidised product) [62] (Figure 3.2b). The blue-colored charge-transfer complex is the most commonly reported product when peroxidase-mimic NanoZymes are used as a catalyst [19, 46, 51]. In this case, when the reaction was monitored as a function of time, the blue colored charge transfer product is further oxidised (loss of another single electron) to the yellow-colored diimine derivative (\( \lambda_{\text{max}} = 450 \) nm) forming a blue-green/yellow-green colored solution after 15 min of the reaction (green color arises due to the mixture of yellow and blue). Typically, the
The double oxidised diimine derivative from the charge transfer complex is formed only after the addition of a strong acid such as sulfuric acid (stop reagent) and drops the pH to 1 [63, 64].

Figure 3.2 NanoZyme performance of Cu@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm containing 540 ppm equivalent of Cu ions). (a) UV-vis absorbance spectra of TMB oxidation recorded as a function of time. Inset shows the optical image of the corresponding oxidised TMB product; (b) Mechanism of the TMB oxidation pathway; (c) the concentration of the charge transfer complex and diimine derivative and the total concentration of the oxidised products.
In the current case, the ability of the Cu-based NanoZyme system to push the reaction to the second oxidised diimine derivative at mildly acidic conditions outlines the high catalytic efficiency of copper nanoparticles. To further understand the formation of each of the products, the absorbance values were converted to the corresponding concentrations using Beer-Lambert law [65]. Figure 3.2c shows the concentration of each product formed during the reaction. At initial time points, the high catalytic ability of copper nanoparticles results in the rapid production of the blue colored charge transfer complex, while only a small proportion of the complex is converted to its diimine derivative. With time, a decrease in the concentration of the blue product with a concomitant increase in the double oxidised diimine derivative is observed.

To confirm that the oxidation of TMB was due to the inherent peroxidase-mimic activity of the Cu@Fabric, control experiments were performed where the reaction either did not contain H₂O₂ or Cu@Fabric. TMB oxidation was not observed, in either case, ascertaining the inherent peroxidase-mimic catalytic behavior of the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme (Figure 3.3a). The inability of the Cu@Fabric to oxidise TMB in the absence of H₂O₂ further suggests that the NanoZyme does not posses any oxidase-mimic activity. The peroxidase-mimic activity of the Cu@Fabric was also validated using other commonly used peroxidase substrates such as OPD and ABTS (Figure 3.3b). It was found that the Cu@Fabric had the ability to promote the oxidation of OPD, albeit two times lower than that observed for TMB. However, the oxidised ABTS was ~10 times lower than the oxidised TMB product. This suggests that the Cu@Fabric had higher potential to oxidise positively charged substrates (TMB, OPD) in comparison to negatively charged substrates (ABTS) [20]. Given the high propensity of the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme to oxidise TMB, subsequent studies were performed using TMB as the preferred substrate.
Figure 3.3  (a) UV-vis absorbance spectra of oxidised TMB catalysed by Cu@Fabric after 10 minutes of reaction under different reaction conditions: (i) TMB + H$_2$O$_2$, (ii) Cu@Fabric + TMB, (iii) Cu@Fabric + TMB + H$_2$O$_2$; inset are the corresponding optical images post-reaction. (b) Total concentration of oxidised product of TMB, ABTS and OPD after their reaction with Cu@Fabric NanoZyme catalyst. Reaction conditions: Cu@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm containing 540 ppm equivalent of Cu ions), 0.2 mM TMB, OPD and ABTS, 10 mM H$_2$O$_2$ in 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5) at 37 °C.

To assess if the potential leaching of Cu ions participated in driving the oxidation of TMB, the Cu@Fabric was first incubated in NaAc buffer (pH 5) for 30 min. Following the incubation, the solution containing the potential leached ions were used as a catalyst. Minimal catalytic activity was observed in the case of potential leached ions as catalyst in comparison to the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme catalyst ascertaining that the NanoZyme activity was not due to the potentially leached Cu ions (Figure 3.4).
**Figure 3.4** Absorbance spectra of peroxidase-mimic reaction catalysed by the leached Cu ions in solution in comparison to that of Cu@Fabric. Reaction conditions: Cu@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm containing 540 ppm equivalent of Cu ions), 0.2 mM TMB and, 10 mM H$_2$O$_2$ in 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5) at 37 °C.

Similar to other NanoZymes [11, 12, 14, 16-18, 21, 22, 36, 46], the catalytic activity of the Cu@Fabric showed a NanoZyme-concentration, pH- and temperature-dependent trend. An increase in the catalytic activity was observed as a function of Cu concentration (**Figure 3.5a**). The concentration of Cu was modulated by changing the size of the fabric. The catalytic activity was found to increase as a function of Cu concentration. In fact, the concentration of the diimine derivative significantly improves with increase in the Cu concentration. For instance, when the Cu concentration changed from 540 ppm (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm) to 1430 ppm (0.5 cm × 1 cm) a ~10 times increase in the signature for the diimine derivative was observed. The pH-dependent activity profile showed that the Cu@Fabric was typically active in slightly acidic pH (4 and 5) with maximum activity at pH 5.0 (**Figure 3.5b**). Following pH 5.0, the activity decreases significantly, as is the case with several other NanoZymes [11-15]. Similar to the concentration-dependent trend, increasing the reaction
temperature resulted in faster catalytic activity (Figure 3.5c) where the concentration of the diimine derivative was the highest at 60 °C. Considering these observations, it is clear that the Cu@Fabric possess outstanding catalytic activity, while the ability to easily extract the NanoZyme post-reaction or as and when needed provides the capacity to attain superior control over the reaction kinetics. Such templated NanoZymes can therefore be termed as ‘free-standing’ catalysts.

**Figure 3.5** Effect of (a) Cu nanoparticle concentration (Cu ions equivalent); (b) pH; and (c) temperature on the peroxidase-mimic activity of Cu@Fabric. The different colored bars represent the oxidised TMB products (blue bars indicate the charge transfer complex measured at λ<sub>max</sub> = 652 nm, and the yellow bars indicate the diimine derivative measured at λ<sub>max</sub> = 450 nm).

### 3.3.3 Mechanism of peroxidase-like activity of free-standing Cu@Fabric

**NanoZyme**

While NanoZymes show enzyme-mimicking behavior, the underlying mechanism through which NanoZymes oxidise colorless peroxidase substrates to their corresponding colored product can be attributed to the formation of hydroxyl radical (‘OH) generation [16, 19]. The
earlier work on Ag@Fabric as NanoZyme showed that the mechanism of the catalytic oxidation involves the generation of 'OH radicals [19]. In order to understand if a similar mechanism occurs in the current case, terephthalic acid (TA) was used as a capture probe for 'OH radicals that will be generated during the decomposition of H₂O₂ by the Cu@Fabric. TA, a non-fluorescent molecule, reacts with 'OH radicals to generate 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid, which is a fluorescent molecule [20]. Based on the intensity of the fluorescence signal at 435 nm (excitation = 315 nm), the amount of 'OH radicals generated by the Cu@Fabric can be determined.

Figure 3.6 Fluorescence emission spectra of terephthalic acid under different reaction conditions recorded at an excitation wavelength of 315 nm. Reaction conditions: Cu@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm containing 540 ppm equivalent of Cu ions), 1 mM TA and, 10 mM H₂O₂ in 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5) at 37 °C.

As shown in Figure 3.6, the fluorescence intensity was significantly higher when the reaction contained the Cu@Fabric and H₂O₂, while minimal fluorescence response was observed in all other control experiments. This suggests that the catalytic activity of the Cu@Fabric results in the breaking of O-O bond in H₂O₂ generating the 'OH radicals [66].
3.3.4 Steady-state kinetic parameters for the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme

Based on the high catalytic ability of the Cu@Fabric and for its applicability in developing a colorimetric sensor for glucose, it was important to determine the apparent steady-state kinetic parameters such as Michaelis-Menten constant ($K_m$) and maximum initial velocity of the reaction ($V_{max}$). For this, the activity of the Cu@Fabric was investigated by varying the concentration of the substrates TMB and H$_2$O$_2$, independently. In both cases, typical Michaelis-Menten curves were observed (Figure 3.7) which allowed to calculate the $K_m$ and $V_{max}$.

![Figure 3.7](image)

**Figure 3.7 Steady-state kinetic analysis using Michaelis-Menten fit of the colorimetric response for Cu@Fabric NanoZyme by varying (a) H$_2$O$_2$ concentration at constant TMB concentration (0.2 mM), and (b) TMB concentration at a constant H$_2$O$_2$ concentration (10 mM).**

In NanoZymes, $K_m$ is the measure of the affinity of the NanoZyme to the substrate, while $V_{max}$ provides information on the catalytic rate [65]. As shown in Table 3.1, the $K_m$ for H$_2$O$_2$ was significantly higher than that obtained for TMB suggesting that the affinity of the
Cu@Fabric to H$_2$O$_2$ is a limiting factor. On the other hand, the high $V_{max}$ for both TMB and H$_2$O$_2$ meant that the reaction can proceed rapidly.

**Table 3.1** Comparison of the apparent Michaelis-Menten constant ($K_m$) and maximum rate of reaction ($V_{max}$) for metal NanoZymes, natural peroxidase enzyme, and free-standing Cu@Fabric NanoZyme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>TMB</th>
<th>H$_2$O$_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K_m$ / mM</td>
<td>$V_{max}$ / $10^{-8}$ Ms$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-standing Ag@Fabric [19]</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>15.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au NCs [30]</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au NPs [31]</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu NCs [32]</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu NPs [33]</td>
<td>1.047</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuO NRs [16]</td>
<td>0.06 (ABTS)</td>
<td>4.1 (ABTS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir NPs [34]</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd(OH)$_3$ [20]</td>
<td>3.28 (ABTS)</td>
<td>2.5 (ABTS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd NPs [35]</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt NCs [29]</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>14.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt NPs [26]</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh NPs [27]</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>6.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru NPs [28]</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horseradish peroxidase [38]</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-standing Cu@Fabric</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This further outlines the importance of using cotton fabric as a template where due to the high wettability and absorbency of the cotton fabric [55], it allows the reactants to come in close vicinity of the active catalyst thereby promoting higher catalytic efficiency.
3.3.5 Glucose sensing in urine using free-standing Cu@Fabric NanoZyme to generate a colorimetric response

Glucose oxidase (GOx) catalyses the oxidation of its substrate glucose to gluconolactone and hydrogen peroxide [51]. Therefore H₂O₂, the intermediate product, can be used to quantify glucose using a peroxidase assay – where HRP enzyme is used for the generation of sensor response [3]. Given the unstable nature of HRP to H₂O₂ (inactivation of enzyme), the cost associated with its synthesis and purification and, poor stability in harsh conditions, NanoZymes have been proposed as a viable alternative in place of HRP for detection [14]. Another challenge in detecting glucose in urine is that the concentration of glucose in urine is typically much higher than in blood [4]. When using NanoZymes to detect glucose in urine, the sample needs to be diluted to bring the glucose concentration within the linear dynamic range (typically µM) of the sensor operation [13, 46]. One strategy to circumvent this issue is to increase the concentration of the NanoZyme to push the operating range to the high µM level [19]. While this may be successful, there are a few concerns viz. (i) high concentration of nanoparticles will result in scattering or surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effect – lead to high background signal compromising sensitivity or interference with color generated due to substrate oxidation (red color of the gold nanoparticles can interfere with the blue colored product of TMB oxidation); (ii) aggregation of nanoparticles in complex sample such as urine – NanoZyme activity is not influenced by aggregation and (iii) formation of biological corona on the nanoparticle surface. In a previous work, by incorporating Ag nanoparticles on cotton fabric, the linear dynamic range was pushed to the low mM level (due to increased concentration of Ag NanoZyme), while using cotton fabric as a template increased the kinetics of the reaction (absorbent property brings target in close vicinity of NanoZyme) to negate the formation of biological corona within the timeframe of the sensing event [19, 67]. In the current case, the outstanding catalytic ability of copper nanoparticles should, in
principle, allows to significantly extend the linear operating dynamic range of the sensor, while the high loading of the active catalyst will improve reaction velocity.

First the ability of peroxidase-mimic Cu@Fabric NanoZyme (in conjunction with GOx) to quantify glucose was established by exposing the sensor to a series of glucose concentrations ranging from 0 to 20 mM. A key difference in this system in comparison to other NanoZyme systems is that, typically, glucose incubation with GOx is carried out at neutral pH followed by changing the reaction to acidic conditions (pH 5 or lower) for optimum NanoZyme activity [19, 46, 47]. In the current case, both the incubation of glucose with GOx and NanoZyme activity was carried out at pH 5. This is because, the optimal condition for the catalytic activity of GOx (from Aspergillus niger) is pH 5 [68], while the same pH is the optimal condition to achieve high NanoZyme activity.

Figure 3.8 (a) Raw absorbance values obtained as a result of TMB oxidation by Cu@Fabric when exposed to different concentrations of glucose that were used for the linear calibration plot shown in Figure 3.9(a). (b) Colorimetric response of TMB oxidised by Cu@Fabric NanoZyme when exposed to different concentrations of glucose (0.5 mM – 20 mM) where the response saturates when exposed to higher glucose concentrations.
The sensor response showed a linear relationship for glucose concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 15 mM (Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.8a showing the response before normalization), beyond which the sensor response saturated (Figure 3.8b). Such a broad linear dynamic range will allow glucose detection in urine samples with minimal or no dilution. The limit of detection (LoD) was calculated to be 0.45 mM. The precision and accuracy of the sensor were determined by exposing the sensor to 1 mM glucose concentration 15 times independently leading to a precision of 96.8% and an accuracy of 100% at 10% confidence (93.3% at 5% confidence).
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**Figure 3.9** Sensor performance to detect glucose. (a) Linear calibration plot obtained using Cu@Fabric NanoZyme system for a range of glucose concentrations. Inset shows the corresponding optical image; (b) Selectivity of the sensor to detect glucose either in the presence of glucose analogues independently or in combination with glucose. Inset shows the corresponding optical image.

Specificity was established by monitoring the ability of the sensor to generate a colorimetric response after exposing the sensor to glucose analogues sucrose, lactose, maltose and fructose. Under the same experimental conditions, the sensor only generates a
colorimetric response in the presence of glucose while showing basal level activity (<10%) when exposed to glucose analogues at 10 mM concentration (Figure 3.9b). Further, the sensor was exposed to glucose analogues that contained a fixed concentration of glucose (5 mM). There was no significant variability (< 4% variation) in the color generation even in the presence of analogue molecules outlining the robustness of the newly developed colorimetric NanoZyme sensor for glucose sensing.

Having established the working of the sensor, the practical feasibility of the sensor performance was further validated for the detection of glucose in human urine samples. Monitoring of glucose in urine is specially important in patients with poor glucose control that can lead to hyperglucuria where glucose is present in high concentrations in the urine as glucose reaches above the renal threshold of kidneys (0 and 0.8 mM concentration in healthy patients) and in patients with renal complications such as Fanconi syndrome [4]. Glucose concentrations in the urine sample was quantified using three independent approaches viz. (i) laboratory gold standard – GOx-HRP system; (ii) a commercial urine sugar test strip (Diastix by Bayer) and (iii) the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme sensing system. The glucose concentration in the urine sample obtained from a healthy volunteer was first quantified using the GOx-HRP system. Given that the gold standard did not result in an oxidised product, it was assumed that the healthy volunteer had 0 mM concentration of glucose. The effectiveness of the developed NanoZyme platform was then established by spiking known concentrations (1, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 mM) of glucose in the urine obtained from the healthy volunteer. Table 3.2 shows the expected and the estimated glucose concentration obtained using the GOx-HRP system and the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme sensing system. It is important to note that the commercial urine sugar test strip was not used for this assay as it provides an indication of glucose when the concentration is either 0, 5.5, 14, 28 mM or above. A recovery of 97-102% with a low standard deviation (SD) was obtained for the tested concentrations both in the case of GOx-
HRP and the NanoZyme system showing that the current platform is as robust as the gold standard.

**Table 3.2** Comparison of the results from glucose analysis in urine sample obtained from a healthy volunteer after spiking known concentrations of glucose using glucose oxidase-horseradish peroxidase (GOx-HRP) method and Cu@Fabric NanoZyme method. The values in brackets are the corresponding standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original amount (mM)</th>
<th>Glucose spiked (mM)</th>
<th>Expected (mM)</th>
<th>GOx-HRP approach</th>
<th>Cu@Fabric NanoZyme approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Est. glucose conc./mM</td>
<td>Recovery (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undetectable (0 mM)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.01 (0.04)</td>
<td>97-105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.49 (0.06)</td>
<td>97-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.04 (0.19)</td>
<td>97-104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.49 (0.20)</td>
<td>97-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.04 (0.22)</td>
<td>98-102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\) Original amount of glucose calculated from GOx-HRP gold standard method.

\(b\) Standard deviation calculated from 5 independent experiments.

\(c\) Recovery calculated using \((\text{Measured value / Expected value}) \times 100\).

To further assess the practical applicability, urine samples from a diabetic volunteer (Type II diabetes) was also collected and analyzed using all three sensing approaches (Table 3.3). A glucose concentration of 15.1 ± 0.01 mM was estimated using the gold standard GOx-HRP system. In contrast, the commercial urine sticks showed a significantly high degree of variability with an estimate of 28 (185% recovery) when compared with the GOx-HRP approach. One possible reason for this high variability is that these strips are highly time-sensitive and can overestimate the amount of glucose even if the measurement is off by 10-15 seconds. Additionally, the strip only offers colors based on specific concentrations of glucose *i.e.*, between 5.5 and 14 mM glucose the change in color cannot be quantified confidently. In contrast, the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme system estimated the glucose concentration to be 14.9 ± 0.16 mM with a recovery of 97.6-99.7% (when compared with GOx-HRP approach).
**Table 3.3** Comparison of glucose estimation in urine samples obtained from a healthy and diabetic volunteer using glucose oxidase-horseradish peroxidase (GOx-HRP), Cu@Fabric NanoZyme and commercially available Diastix urine sugar test strip method. The values in brackets are the corresponding standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>GOx-HRP approach</th>
<th>Cu@Fabric NanoZyme approach</th>
<th>Diastix urine sugar test strips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est. glucose conc. /mM&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Est. glucose conc. /mM&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Recovery (%)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy volunteer</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic volunteer</td>
<td>15.1 (0.01)</td>
<td>14.9 (0.16)</td>
<td>97.6-99.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Standard deviation calculated from 5 independent experiments.

<sup>b</sup> Recovery calculated using (Measured value / GOx-HRP method value) × 100.

This shows that the newly developed NanoZyme system is on-par with the current gold standard. However, a particular advantage of this system was that the urine sample was not diluted to bring the concentration into the operating linear dynamic range.

![Figure 3.10](image)

**Figure 3.10** Comparison of estimated glucose concentration in diabetic volunteer urine sample by different methods.
To understand the influence of the biological matrix on the sensor performance, the urine sample was used with and without centrifugation to remove cells and other materials that may be present during collection. It is clear from Figure 3.10 that when the urine sample was used without centrifugation, it results in a higher standard deviation. However, the estimation of glucose concentration was only 6-7% lower than that obtained from the sample that was centrifuged. This shows the outstanding robustness of the newly developed NanoZyme platform.

3.4 Conclusion

In this study, the outstanding ability of free-standing Cu@Fabric as a NanoZyme catalyst is established. The high catalytic activity can be attributed to the copper nanoparticles themselves, while high loading of nanoparticles on the fabric surface improves catalytic efficiency due to the highly porous and absorbent nature of the underlying cotton fabric and access to a large number of catalytic sites. The high catalytic efficiency was established by measuring the oxidation of TMB substrate where for the first time the formation of diimine derivative (yellow-colored product) at mildly acidic conditions was observed. This is unique as typically NanoZymes only promote TMB oxidation to form a blue colored charge-transfer complex. This catalytic NanoZyme activity was dependent on reaction conditions such as pH, temperature, substrate concentration, and NanoZyme concentration. This activity was then exploited to quantify glucose where the sensor showed an operating linear dynamic range of 0.5 – 15 mM, which is close to the biologically relevant concentrations. Further, the practical applicability of the NanoZyme sensor to quantify glucose in urine from healthy and diabetic volunteers is shown. The ability to accurately quantify glucose (recovery of >98%) in comparison to industry gold standard glucose oxidase/horseradish peroxidase system further outlines the robustness of the newly developed NanoZyme platform.
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CHAPTER 4

Galvanic replacement mediated synthesis of peroxidase-mimicking bimetallic nanoparticles as free-standing NanoZyme catalysts for the colorimetric detection of glucose in urine

In this chapter, a simple method of galvanic replacement reaction for the synthesis of bimetallic nanoparticles on a 3D matrix of cotton fabric is described. Cu nanoparticles deposited on cotton fabric act as a sacrificial template. When the Cu@Fabric is exposed to metal ions of gold, silver, platinum, and palladium, it undergoes spontaneous electroless galvanic replacement reaction to form bimetallic Cu-M@Fabrics (M = Au, Ag, Pt or Pd). The evaluation of their intrinsic peroxidase-mimicking catalytic activity (NanoZyme) revealed that the bimetallic systems possessed higher catalytic activity in comparison to Cu@Fabric as a catalyst. In all cases, the free-standing NanoZyme oxidises the peroxidase substrate TMB to its second oxidation product, a phenomenon not observed in reported NanoZymes. Comparing the NanoZyme activity of the different Cu-M@Fabrics showed that the Cu-Pt@Fabric possessed the highest catalytic efficiency. The high catalytic activity allowed the Cu-Pt@Fabric to produce an intense colorimetric response to detect glucose in urine samples, while also improving the stability of the catalyst.
4.1 Introduction

Given the fact that natural enzymes have poor ambient stability and have a high cost for production, there is a need to discover alternatives to natural enzymes (or artificial enzymes) [1, 2]. With increasing interest in functional nanomaterials, a new class of materials that possess intrinsic enzyme-mimic activity called NanoZymes are of particular interest [3, 4]. The inorganic nature of such catalysts provides unique properties such as high stability, low production cost, and high catalytic activity [3]. The possibility to fine-tune the catalytic properties of NanoZymes by controlling their size [5, 6] shape and morphology [7-9], forming hybrids [10-12], attaching recognition moieties [13-15], or by using external stimuli such as light [16-18] and pH [19, 20] make them excellent candidates to act as a viable alternative to natural enzymes. NanoZymes have wide range of applicability including biosensing [1-4, 21-23], antibacterial [16, 24, 25], pro-drug therapy [26], and environmental applications [13-15, 27, 28].

Much of the research in the field of NanoZymes has focused on metal nanoparticles. In contrast, bimetallic structures and their composites have received significant interest as the properties of the metal nanoparticle may be altered or improved by the addition of another due to the synergistic effect of the two metals [29]. In particular, such bimetallic structures have shown high potential in catalysis and sensing applications. Such bimetallic nanostructures can be realized by a number of approaches such as microwave [30, 31], thermal decomposition [29], co-reduction [29, 32], seeded growth [33, 34], and galvanic replacement [35-39]. Among them, a galvanic replacement reaction is a simple approach for the fabrication of bimetallic nanostructures where the composition of the final material can be easily controlled by moderating the concentration of the metal ions. A typical galvanic replacement reaction involves an atomic exchange between a sacrificial metal template and
metal ions in solution. This reaction does not involve any external potential to be applied but is rather sustained by the difference in the standard reduction potential between the sacrificial metal and the metal ions [39, 40]. As one metal gets deposited (reduced), there is a concomitant dissolution of the less noble metal (oxidises) during the reaction [41]. Bimetallic surfaces of choice such as dendritic, hollow, porous, etc., can be created by controlling the reaction parameters such as reaction medium, template morphology, the oxidation state of metal ions, etc., [35, 38, 42, 43]. Therefore, there is a strong focus on using this facile electroless approach for bimetallic nanostructure fabrication.

Copper nanoparticles are promising NanoZymes due to their high catalytic activity and economic viability [16, 44-46]. However, it is susceptible to surface oxidation in air, which could, in turn, affect catalyst activity and reuse [47, 48]. On the other hand, noble metals such as silver, gold, platinum, and palladium have long been known for their excellent enzyme-mimicking activity [3, 4, 49]. Fabrication of bimetallic nanostructures with copper as the sacrificial template is of significant interest as this could not only prevent the oxidation of copper but may also improve the overall catalytic activity due to a synergistic effect [36]. The fact that the reduction potential of Cu^{2+/0} couple is lower when compared to noble metals such as Ag, Au, Pt, and Pd makes them excellent candidates to participate in galvanic replacement reactions for the fabrication of Cu-Ag, Cu-Au, Cu-Pt, and Cu-Pd hybrids [50].

To this end, several enzyme-mimicking bimetallic nanostructures have been reported [10, 12, 51-53]. For example, Han et al reported that Au@Ag nanorods exhibit high peroxidase-mimicking activity at near-neutral pH as opposed to commonly reported NanoZymes are effective in acidic pH [53]. Wu et al rationally tuned the concentration of Pt in Au@Pt nanoparticles to simultaneously exhibit plasmonic and enzyme-mimicking activities [54]. However, in most cases, due to the use of colloidal NanoZymes, the recovery post-reaction and the detection of a high concentration of the analyte remains a challenge [21]. This issue
can be overcome by depositing the catalyst on three-dimensional (3D) templates. One such template that has shown promise is cotton textiles/buds. It has been shown that cotton templates provide hierarchical structuring, absorbency, and porosity [21, 36, 47, 55-57] that can lead to enhanced catalytic properties [58, 59] or better sensing ability [55, 56].

In the current work, to improve the catalytic properties of Cu@Fabric (outlined in Chapter 3), a range of bimetallic Cu-Au@Fabric, Cu-Ag@Fabric, Cu-Pt@Fabric, and Cu-Pd@Fabric (referred to as Cu-M@Fabric where M is Au, Ag, Pt, or Pd metal) was fabricated by reacting the Cu@Fabric with metal ions of Au, Ag, Pt, and Pt. The peroxidase-mimicking catalytic activity of these Cu-M@Fabrics was established where Cu-Pt@Fabric showed superior catalytic efficiency. Combining the highly catalytic Cu with Pt, which is also known to possess high catalytic activity improved the detection of glucose in urine samples.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Materials and reagents

Tin(II) chloride (SnCl₂), palladium(II) nitrate (Pd(NO₃)₂), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), potassium sodium tartrate tetrahydrate (C₄H₄KNaO₆.4H₂O), copper sulfate pentahydrate (CuSO₄.5H₂O), formaldehyde (CH₂O, 36.5-38% in H₂O), gold(III) chloride (HAuCl₄), silver nitrate (AgNO₃), chloroplatinic acid (H₂Cl₆Pt), palladium(II) chloride (Cl₂Pd), 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), 2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid) (ABTS), o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride (OPD), sodium acetate anhydrous (C₂H₃NaO₂), acetic acid (CH₃COOH), terephthalic acid (TA), glucose (C₆H₁₂O₆), glucose oxidase (GOx from Aspergillus niger), horseradish peroxidase (HRP), sucrose (C₁₂H₂₂O₁₁), fructose (C₆H₁₂O₆), lactose (C₁₂H₂₂O₁₁), maltose (C₁₂H₂₂O₁₁) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Australia. Hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂, 30% w/w) was purchased from Chem-Supply.
Pty Ltd. Cotton fabric was bought from the local market. Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ cm) was obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q water purification system.

4.2.2 Synthesis of Cu-M@Fabrics (M = Au, Ag, Pt, or Pd)

The Cu@Fabric was synthesized as detailed in Chapter 3 [47]. In brief, 80 pieces of 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm cotton fabric were first sensitized in an acidic SnCl₂ solution (3.0 mM) for 1 hour; followed by exposure to aqueous Pd(NO₃)₂ (3.0 mM) for 30 minutes for the formation of Pd⁰ nuclei that act as seeds for copper deposition [36, 47]. The Pd⁰ coated fabrics were then exposed to a solution mixture containing NaOH (1 M), potassium sodium tartrate (0.3 M), copper(II) sulfate (0.1 M) and formaldehyde (0.5 M) for 5 hours at 55°C resulting in the formation of Cu nanoparticles on cotton fabric. The resulting Cu@Fabrics were washed with Milli-Q water to remove any free metal ions. The Cu-M@Fabrics were synthesized as outlined in the previous chapter [36]. 20 pc of 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm Cu@Fabrics were exposed to 50 mL aqueous solution of 1 mM HAuCl₄, AgNO₃, H₂PtCl₆, or PdCl₂ for 1 hour at room temperature. Followed by washing the material three times with Milli-Q water to remove excess metal ions.

4.2.3 Characterization of Cu-M@Fabrics

The Cu-M@Fabrics were imaged using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) by first attaching the sample on an aluminum stub followed by analysis using the FEI Verios SEM instrument (operated at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV). Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopic analysis and mapping were performed on the same instrument with an additional fitting of the Oxford X-Max 20 Silicon Drift Detector. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed on the Thermo K-Alpha XPS instrument (Al Kα radiation, photon energy of 1486.6 eV) [48]. The C 1s, O 1s, Cu 2p, Au 4f, Ag 3d, Pd 3d, and Pt 4f core level spectra for the samples were collected followed by background
correction using Shirley algorithm. Chemically distinct species were resolved using a nonlinear least squares fitting procedure and aligned with adventitious carbon binding energy of 285 eV. The concentration of the total metal deposited on the fabric surface was determined by quantifying the metal ion concentration using atomic emission spectroscopy using an Agilent Technologies 4200 Microwave Plasma AES instrument.

4.2.4 Peroxidase-mimicking NanoZyme activity of Cu-M@Fabrics

The peroxidase-mimicking activity of the Cu-M@Fabrics was assessed by testing its ability to oxidise peroxidase substrate – TMB to its colored product in the presence of H₂O₂. The reaction system involved 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5), 0.2 mM TMB, 10 mM H₂O₂ and Cu-M@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm) incubated at 37 °C. The reaction was monitored as a function of time and the fabrics were extracted from the reaction before every UV-vis spectroscopic measurements on the CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG Labtech). A similar reaction with Cu@Fabric was carried out to compare the enhancement or detraction in the enzyme-mimicking activity of the bimetallic systems (Cu-M@Fabric).

4.2.5 Standardization of peroxidase-mimicking assay parameters for Cu-Pt@Fabrics

Among the four synthesized bimetallic nanoparticles, one of them ie., Cu-Pt@Fabric was chosen for further studies leading to the development of a glucose sensor. The substrate specificity of Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme was assessed by exposing the NanoZyme to OPD or ABTS in place of TMB. The reaction involved 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5), 0.2 mM OPD or ABTS, 10 mM H₂O₂ and Cu-Pt@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm). Their oxidation products were quantified using spectroscopic measurements done on the CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG Labtech). The intrinsic peroxidase-mimic activity of the Cu-Pt@Fabric was determined by testing the activity of potentially leached metal ions in solution. Cu-Pt@Fabric was incubated
in 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5) for 20 min at 37 °C. The buffer solution containing the potential leached ions was then used as catalyst to oxidise 0.2 mM TMB in the presence of 10 mM H₂O₂. Further, reaction conditions in terms of the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme concentration, buffer pH, and reaction temperature were optimized. The total weight of the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme that catalyses the peroxidase-mimicking reaction was varied from 0.8 mg to 3 mg while other reaction conditions were kept constant. The pH and temperature conditions of the reaction were varied from pH 2 – 10 and 25 – 60 °C, respectively; where other reaction parameters were kept consistent. Steady-state kinetic parameters were determined by maintaining a fixed concentration of Cu/Pt while independently varying H₂O₂ and TMB concentration between 2.5 – 40 mM and 0.05 – 0.8 mM, respectively. The colorimetric response was fitted to Lineweaver-Burk plot using OriginPro 2016 and enzyme-kinetic parameters – Michaelis-Menten constant (K_m) and maximum reaction velocity (V_max) were calculated using Equation 4.1.

\[
\frac{1}{V_0} = \frac{K_m}{V_{max}} \left( \frac{1}{[S]} + \frac{1}{K_m} \right)
\]

Equation 4.1

V_0 corresponds to the initial reaction velocity, K_m is the Michaelis-Menten constant, V_max denotes the maximum reaction velocity, and [S] is the substrate concentration.

4.2.6 Mechanism of peroxidase-mimicking activity of Cu-Pt@Fabrics

The mechanism of enzyme-mimicking catalytic activity of the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme was established by using a fluorescence assay that captures the hydroxyl radicals formed as a result of H₂O₂ degradation by Cu-Pt@Fabric. The assay involves terephthalic acid (TA) which forms a fluorescent 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid upon ·OH radical capture. This fluorescent product can be excited at 315 nm followed by measuring the emission between 325 and 550 nm on the CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG Labtech). The reaction system
involves 1 mM TA, 10 mM H₂O₂, and Cu-Pt@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm) in 50 mM NaAc buffer (pH 5) at 37°C.

4.2.7 Colorimetric detection of glucose using Cu-Pt@Fabric

On the basis of the intrinsic peroxidase-mimic activity of the Cu-Pt@Fabric, a colorimetric glucose detection system was developed with the aid of glucose oxidase. The reaction system involved glucose (5-200 mM stock, 50 µL), 2 mg mL⁻¹ glucose oxidase (50 µL), and 12.5 mM TMB (20 µL) in 50 mM NaAc buffer at pH 5 (380 µL). This reaction mixture was incubated for 20 min at 37 °C for the GOx to react with glucose. After 20 min, a piece of Cu-Pt@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm) was added to the reaction mixture and further incubated for 30 minutes at 37 °C. The blue-colored oxidation product of TMB was measured at 652 nm. The linear dynamic range of the sensor system was determined by plotting the absorbance λ₆₅₂ nm against glucose concentration, which was then used to calculate the line of best fit using OriginPro 2016. Sensor parameters such as the limit of detection (LoD), precision, and accuracy were calculated. LoD was calculated using the formula 3.3*(SD of Y-intercept/slope). Accuracy was determined using the formula (n/N) × 100 at 10% confidence interval where n is the number of events that fall within the target response and N is the total number of test events. The sensor precision was determined using formula % Precision = 100 – %CoV where CoV is the coefficient of variation. The sensor specificity to detect glucose was assessed by exposing the system to glucose analogues such as maltose, lactose, sucrose, fructose, and galactose both independently and in combination. In each of these cases, the concentration of the analogue was twice (10 mM) that of glucose (5 mM).

Further, sensor capability to detect glucose in real samples such as urine was assessed by first collecting urine samples from a healthy and diabetic volunteer. The samples were
then centrifuged for 15 min at 14,500 RPM to remove any debris and then stored at 4 °C until used. Glucose detection was carried out by three methods.

Method 1: GOx-HRP: 50 µL urine sample, 50 µL of 2 mg mL⁻¹ GOx and 20 uL of 12.5 mM TMB were incubated in 360 µL of 50 mM NaAc buffer at pH 5 for 20 min at 37 °C. To this reaction mixture, 20 µL HRP (40 ng mL⁻¹) was added and further incubated for 10 min at 37 °C. The oxidised product of TMB was measured at 652 nm.

Method 2: Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme: the detection method is similar to what is described in method 1, except that the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm) is added to the reaction mixture instead of HRP.

Method 3: Urine glucose dipstick: commercial test strips by Bayer – Diastix was exposed to urine samples for 30 sec followed by matching the color developed on the test pad with the reference color chart.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Fabrication of Cu-M@Fabrics (M = Au, Ag, Pt, or Pd)

The Cu@Fabric was fabricated by synthesizing copper nanoparticles on individual threads of cotton fabric by an electroless deposition method as detailed in Chapter 3 [47]. In brief, the process involves the sensitization of the fabric with Sn²⁺ ions followed by the formation of Pd⁰ nuclei through a galvanic replacement reaction between Sn²⁺ and Pd²⁺. The Pd⁰ nuclei increase the rate of copper deposition in the subsequent step by acting as a catalyst. Copper nanoparticles are formed on the fabric as a result of copper sulfate reduction in the presence of formaldehyde [60, 61]. The resulting Cu@Fabric was found to contain 615 ± 14 ppm equivalent of Cu ions on a 0.5 × 0.5 cm² cotton fabric. It is important to note that the amount of copper deposited in this case was higher than what was observed in Chapter 3. This is
because the size of the fabric used during the fabrication in the current chapter was smaller resulting in the deposition of copper nanoparticles on the edges of the fabric. The Cu@Fabric was then independently exposed to Au\(^{3+}\), Ag\(^{+}\), Pt\(^{4+}\), or Pd\(^{2+}\) ions to synthesize bimetallic Cu-M@Fabrics (M = Au, Ag, Pt, or Pd) (Figure 4.1). The favourable reduction potentials between Cu\(^{2+}/Cu^0\) (0.342 V vs SHE), Cu\(^{+}/Cu^0\) (0.521 V vs SHE) and AuCl\(_4^-/Au^0\) (0.85 V vs SHE) [62], Ag\(^{+}/Ag^0\) (0.799 V vs SHE) [35], PtCl\(_6^{2-}/Pt\) (0.742 V vs SHE) [63] or PdCl\(_4^{2-}/Pd^0\) (0.62 V vs SHE) [63] results in a spontaneous galvanic replacement reaction without any externally applied potential.

![Figure 4.1 A schematic representation of the galvanic replacement process on the surface of Cu@Fabric with either Au\(^{3+}\), Ag\(^{+}\), Pt\(^{4+}\) or Pd\(^{2+}\) to create bimetallic nanoparticles.](image)

It has been reported that galvanic replacement initiates at sites possessing high surface energy such as stacking faults, defects or steps [35]. When the Cu@Fabric is exposed to AuCl\(_4^-\), Ag\(^{+}\), PtCl\(_6^{2-}\) or PdCl\(_4^{2-}\), the Cu\(^0\) first oxidises to Cu\(^{2+}\) ions and dissolves into the solution thereby creating atomic vacancies on the Cu surface. The electrons thus generated then reduces AuCl\(_4^-\), Ag\(^{+}\), PtCl\(_6^{2-}\) or PdCl\(_4^{2-}\) to Au\(^0\), Ag\(^0\), Pt\(^0\), or Pd\(^0\) seeds. The seeds then deposit epitaxially on the surface of copper nanoparticles due to the crystalline match between Cu and Au, Ag, Pt, or Pd (face-centered cubic structures). Such a deposition leads to the formation of Au, Ag, Pt or Pd nanoparticles on the surface of Cu obstructing the availability of underlying Cu\(^0\) atoms from reacting with further AuCl\(_4^-\), Ag\(^{+}\), PtCl\(_6^{2-}\) or
PdCl$_4^{2-}$. However, the galvanic replacement reaction of the underlying Cu$^0$ continues via electron transfer through the exposed top layer. This leads to the formation of distinct clusters of Au, Ag, Pt or Pd on the surface of the Cu@Fabric [35]. It is important to note that the oxidation state of the metal ion that takes part in the galvanic replacement reaction determines the amount of Cu$^{2+}$ ions that will be leached from the surface of the Cu@Fabric. In the case of Cu-Au, the oxidation state of Au is +3. Hence, three Cu ions are leached while simultaneously depositing two Au atoms. Similarly, for the Cu-Ag reaction, two Ag atoms deposit for every Cu ion leached. In the Cu-Pt reaction, for every four Cu ions leached, two Pt atoms deposit; while during the Cu-Pd reaction, for two Cu ions leached, two Pd atoms deposit on the Cu@Fabric.

![Graph showing concentration of metal ions leached and deposited](image)

*Figure 4.2 Concentration of metal ions leached (Cu – Black) and metal deposited (M – red) on the Cu-M@Fabrics.*

The concentration of the Cu on the fabric post-galvanic replacement and the amount of deposited Au, Ag, Pt or Pd were quantified using AES (Figure 4.2). It was interesting to observe that the amount of copper leaching in each case varied depending on the noble metal
used in the reaction. However, it is important to note that in comparison to the theoretically expected Cu ion leaching, a higher concentration of Cu ion leaching during these experiments was observed. This suggests that the reaction between these metal ions and Cu facilitate additional leaching of Cu ions beyond that through the galvanic replacement reaction [36]. Therefore, one can assume that there is a complex interplay between the leaching of Cu ions and the concomitant deposition of noble metals on the surface of the Cu@Fabric.

4.3.2 Characterization of Cu-M@Fabrics

In agreement with the previous chapter and other reports [36, 47], the Cu@Fabric showed uniform deposition of quasi-spherical Cu nanoparticles of sub-100 nm diameter across the surface of the fabric (Figure 4.3a). Post galvanic replacement, the SEM images of the Cu-M@Fabrics containing the bimetallic nanoparticles showed increased surface roughness due to the deposition of quasi-spherical noble metal nanoparticles. In the case of Au, the nanoparticles showed a diameter of ca. 80-100 nm (Figure 4.3b), while in the case of Ag, the particle size was ca. 60-90 nm (Figure 4.3c). Similarly, Pd nanoparticles were of ca. 90-100 nm in diameter (Figure 4.3d) while Pt nanoparticles were ca. 60-70 nm (Figure 4.3e). These observations are similar to that observed in previous studies where a galvanic replacement reaction between Cu@Fabric and Au or Ag ions was used [36].

The deposition of the additional metal following the galvanic replacement reaction could also be observed visually. The fabrication of the Cu@Fabric results in a reddish colored fabric. Post galvanic replacement reaction, the fabric changed color from red to bluish-black after the deposition of Au nanoparticles, while a silvery-black color fabric was obtained after the deposition of Ag nanoparticles. These colors arise due to the collective surface plasmon resonance (SPR) absorption of Cu, Au, Ag nanoparticles and the
combinations of these [36]. The deposition of Pd nanoparticles imparts a dark brown color to the fabric while Pt nanoparticles changed the fabric to a greyish-black color.

**Figure 4.3** SEM and optical images obtained for (a) Cu@Fabric, (b) Cu-Au@Fabric, (c) Cu-Ag@Fabric, (d) Cu-Pd@Fabric and (e) Cu-Pt@Fabric. Scale bars correspond to 200 µm for the main figure and 200 nm for the inset.

EDX spectral analysis of the Cu-M@Fabric revealed characteristic energy lines of Cu Lα (0.93 keV) along with additional energy lines corresponding to the metal that makes up the bimetallic nanostructures (Figure 4.4). The Cu-Au@Fabric showed energy lines corresponding to Au M (2.123 keV and 1.64 keV) (Figure 4.4a) while Cu-Ag@Fabric
showed energy lines corresponding to Ag Lα (2.984 keV and 3.15 keV) (Figure 4.4b). The Cu-Pt@Fabric and Cu-Pd@Fabric showed characteristic energy lines arising from the Pd Lα (2.84 keV and 2.99 keV) (Figure 4.4c) and Pt M (2.07 keV and 2.33 keV) (Figure 4.4d), respectively. The EDX elemental mapping of the Cu-M@Fabrics showed that the bimetallic nanostructures were distributed evenly across the surface of the cotton fabric.

**Figure 4.4** EDX maps and spectra showing the elemental distribution of metal on (a) Cu-Au@Fabric, (b) Cu-Ag@Fabric, (c) Cu-Pd@Fabric and (d) Cu-Pt@Fabric. Scale bars correspond to 200 µm.

The oxidation states of the Cu, Au, Ag, Pt, and Pd in cotton fabrics were confirmed using XPS analysis (Figure 4.5). As shown in the previous chapter, the pristine Cu@Fabric shows characteristic 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 splitting components (spin-orbit splitting ~19.7 eV) for Cu 2p core levels corresponding to zerovalent and Cu2+ oxidation states. Additionally, weak
satellite peaks were also observed suggesting the presence of surface oxides due to the propensity of pristine Cu to rapidly oxidise in air [48]. Following the galvanic replacement reaction, the Cu 2p core levels from the Cu-M@Fabrics show that the galvanic replacement reaction stabilizes the surface of the Cu@Fabric against potential surface oxidation. This is evident from the absence of the weak satellite peaks corresponding to copper oxides in the Cu 2p core level spectra of the Cu-M@Fabric (Figure 4.5a). Following the reaction with gold ions, the Cu-Au@Fabric shows additional Au 3d core levels with characteristic 4f_{5/2} and 4f_{3/2} splitting components (spin-orbit splitting ~3.7 eV) at ca. 84.6 eV and 88.3 eV. These corroborate well with Au in the zerovalent oxidation state (Figure 4.5b) [64]. The Ag 3d core level spectrum from the Cu-Ag@Fabric shows characteristic 3d_{5/2} and 3d_{3/2} splitting components (spin-orbit splitting ~6 eV) at ca. 368.2 eV and 374.2 eV, which corresponds to zerovalent metallic Ag (Figure 4.5c) [65]. Similarly, the Pd 3d and Pt 4f core level spectrum obtained from the Cu-Pd@Fabric and Cu-Pt@Fabric shows binding energies corresponding to zerovalent metallic Pd (Figure 4.5d) [30], while for Cu-Pt@Fabric, the spectrum shows 4f_{5/2} and 4f_{3/2} splitting components (spin-orbit splitting ~3.4 eV) at ca. 71 eV and 74.4 eV and , which corresponds to zerovalent metallic Pt (Figure 4.5e) [66]. It is also important to note that the XPS analysis suggests that the galvanic replacement reaction, in fact, helps in stabilizing the surface of the Cu@Fabric against oxidation. This may have important implications in enhancing the stability of the Cu-M@Fabric during NanoZyme catalysis reactions.
Figure 4.5 (a) Cu 2p, (b) Au 4f, (c) Ag 3d, (d) Pd 3d, and (e) Pt 4f core levels obtained from the Cu-M@Fabrics (Cu-Au@Fabric – red, Cu-Ag@Fabric – yellow, Cu-Pd@Fabric – blue, and Cu-Pt@Fabric – green).

4.3.3 Peroxidase-mimicking NanoZyme activity of Cu-M@Fabrics

The peroxidase-mimicking NanoZyme activity of the four Cu-M@Fabrics was assessed in comparison to that of Cu@Fabric using the colorless peroxidase substrate, TMB. Typically, the oxidation of TMB in the presence of an oxidising agent such as \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) results in a blue-colored product (\( \lambda_{\text{max}} = 652 \text{ nm} \)) [67]. This charge-transfer complex is formed by the loss of a single electron and is the most commonly reported product when peroxidase-mimicking NanoZymes are used as the catalyst [4, 21]. In the current case, the Cu@Fabric, as well as the
other Cu-M@Fabrics were found to be capable of generating a blue-colored product within 5 minutes of the reaction specifically in the presence of H$_2$O$_2$ (Figure 4.6).

![Figure 4.6](image)

**Figure 4.6** NanoZyme performance of the Cu@Fabric (0.5 cm × 0.5 cm containing 615 ppm equivalent of Cu ions) and Cu-M@Fabrics. The concentration of charge transfer complex (blue) and diimine derivative (yellow) was calculated using absorbance values at $\lambda_{652\text{nm}}$ and $\lambda_{450\text{nm}}$ respectively. The total oxidised TMB product (green) is a sum of the two products.

Given that the amount of copper nanoparticles on the fabric was higher than the Cu@Fabric in Chapter 3, a significant difference in the catalytic activity was observed when the Cu@Fabric was employed as a catalyst. For instance, the concentration of the diimine product was higher in the previous case. This suggests that the amount of copper
nanoparticles on the surface of the cotton textile plays an important role in promoting the catalytic reaction. This also provides some insights into the mechanism of catalysis. Copper nanoparticles have higher propensity to convert colourless TMB to its first oxidised product. There also exists an equilibrium state between the charge transfer complex and diimine derivative where at a particular point the copper nanoparticles tend to drive the reaction of the blue colored charge transfer complex to the yellow colored diimine derivative. Additionally, in the current case, the total concentration of oxidised product was approximately 1.5 times of that observed in the previous chapter further confirming that the amount of NanoZyme present on the surface of the fabric is an important aspect when employing these materials for promoting catalytic reactions.

In all cases, it can be observed that the Cu-M@Fabrics promote the oxidation of TMB, albeit with different efficiencies. For instance, comparing the activity between Cu-Au and Cu-Ag fabrics, the Cu-Ag@Fabric showed lower catalytic efficiency. In fact, among all the tested catalysts, the Cu-Ag@Fabric had the lowest catalytic efficiency. This is because Ag nanoparticles typically show lower catalytic performance in comparison with Cu nanoparticles (as outlined in Chapter 3 and in recent reports [21, 36, 47]). In all cases, the formation of the blue colored charge transfer complex product saturates within the first 15 min of the reaction with a total concentration of \(~ 15 \mu\text{M}\). While the conversion of this product to the yellow diimine derivative is dominant in the case of pristine Cu@Fabric, the galvanically replaced samples showed lower propensity to drive the second reaction. This may be due to the fact that following galvanic replacement reaction, the availability of catalytically active copper nanoparticles reduces. Among the bimetallic systems, the Cu-Pd@Fabric generated a significant amount of the diimine yellow product. It was also interesting to see that the Cu-Pt@Fabric showed higher catalytic activity than other systems having generated a product three times higher than that of Cu@Fabric within the first 5
minutes of reaction. The high catalytic activity of the Cu-Pt system could be associated with the additive effect of both the nanoparticles independently displaying excellent catalytic efficiency [10, 34]. Given that the Cu-Pt@Fabric has the highest initial rate of reaction, this NanoZyme system was chosen to further develop a urine glucose sensor system.

### 4.3.4 Standardization of peroxidase-mimicking assay parameters for Cu-Pt@Fabrics

For the efficient working of a sensor, it is important to standardize the optimum reaction parameters. To ensure that the oxidation of TMB is due to the intrinsic peroxidase-mimicking activity of Cu-Pt@Fabric, control experiments where the reaction mixture excluded either H₂O₂ or Cu-Pt@Fabric was performed. No color was generated in the absence of H₂O₂ indicating that Cu-Pt@Fabric could not catalyse the reaction. This suggests that the Cu-Pt@Fabric does not show oxidase-mimic reaction (Figure 4.7a). The peroxidase-mimicking activity of Cu-Pt@Fabric was further validated against other peroxidase substrates such as OPD (λₘₐₓ = 417 nm) and ABTS (λₘₐₓ = 420 nm). The Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme was found to oxidise both substrates although the concentration of oxidised product was significantly lower than that of TMB (Figure 4.7b). The oxidised product of OPD was ~three times lower while the oxidation product was ~28 times lower than that of TMB in the case of ABTS suggesting that the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme favors positively charged substrates (TMB and OPD). The potential of leached metal (Cu and Pt) ions to catalyse the oxidation of TMB was assessed by incubating the Cu-Pt@Fabric in buffer solution followed by using this solution as a catalyst. Minimal catalytic activity was detected in comparison to the reaction catalysed by Cu-Pt@Fabric establishing that the NanoZyme activity is not the result of leached metal ions (Figure 4.7c). It is also important to note that in comparison to pristine Cu@Fabric, the Cu-
Pt@Fabric showed lower leaching confirming the high stability of the catalyst. This also suggests that the galvanic replacement reaction reduces the amount of copper leaching.

**Figure 4.7** (a) Absorbance spectra of Cu-Pt@Fabric catalysed oxidation product of TMB under different reaction condition (Inset is the optical image post-reaction); (b) Concentration of Cu-Pt@Fabric catalysed TMB, OPD, and ABTS oxidation products (Inset is the optical image post-reaction); and (c) Absorbance spectra of leached metal ions catalysed TMB oxidation product in comparison to that of Cu-Pt@Fabric.

The catalytic activity of the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme was found to be dependent on the NanoZyme concentration, reaction pH and temperature. The concentration of the NanoZyme was varied by changing the weight of the Cu-Pt@Fabric. The amount of Cu and Pt in the reaction was varied from 220 – 870 ppm equivalent of Cu ions and 17 – 40 ppm equivalent of Pt ions. The catalytic activity was found to increase as the concentration of metal ions increased (Figure 4.8a). It was also interesting to see that the reaction favored the formation of the first oxidation product. The catalytic activity of Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme was also found to be dependent on the reaction pH where the reaction was favorable at slightly acidic pH (4 and 5). Minimal activity was observed in basic and neutral conditions.
This is in line with several other NanoZyme reports [3, 21]. The temperature at which the reaction proceeds also plays a major role in the rate of catalytic activity. This is unsurprising as inorganic catalysts are known to show higher catalytic activity with increasing the temperature of the reaction. For instance, at 60 °C, the concentration of the diimine derivative was almost equal to the concentration of the charge transfer complex; indicating a significant enhancement in catalytic efficiency with increasing temperature (Figure 4.8c). These observations suggest that the Cu-Pt@Fabric has excellent catalytic activity. Furthermore, as the nanoparticles are immobilized on a template, the reaction can be controlled by simply removing the piece of fabric from the reaction. Therefore, such a system can be called as ‘free-standing’.

**Figure 4.8** Effect of (a) NanoZyme concentration represented as equivalent metal ion concentration (in ppm); (b) pH; and (c) temperature on the peroxidase-mimic activity of Cu-Pt@Fabric. The two oxidised products of TMB are represented as blue bars for charge transfer complex and yellow bars for diimine derivative.
4.3.5 Steady-state kinetic parameters of Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme

It is important to determine the steady-state kinetic parameters of the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme to understand how the sensing system will perform potentially. The Michaelis-Menten constant ($K_m$) and the maximum initial velocity of the reaction ($V_{max}$) were determined by evaluating the catalytic activity as a function of the substrate concentration ($H_2O_2$ and TMB). Lineweaver-Burk plot of the colorimetric responses allowed the calculation of the steady-state kinetic parameters such as $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ (Figure 4.9). As suggested in the previous chapter, $K_m$ shows the affinity of the NanoZyme to the substrate while the $V_{max}$ shows the maximum velocity i.e. how fast the reaction proceeds to generate colour [68].

![Figure 4.9](image)

Figure 4.9 Steady-state kinetic analysis using Lineweaver-Burk fit for the colorimetric response obtained by varying the concentration of (a) $H_2O_2$ and (b) TMB while keeping the other substrate concentration constant.

Based on the fitting of the Lineweaver-Burk plots, the calculated $K_m$ of the Cu-Pt@Fabric for TMB increased in comparison to the Cu@Fabric (Table 4.1). However, the $V_{max}$ for the reaction improved. This suggests that pristine copper nanoparticles have a higher
affinity to TMB substrate. This also corroborates well with the time-dependent kinetic study shown in Figure 4.6 where the initial rate of reaction for the single-electron oxidation of TMB was favored. On the other hand, the affinity of the Cu-Pt@Fabric for H₂O₂ reduced significantly. This is critical for a sensor system as H₂O₂ is the rate-limiting factor for this reaction. This suggests that the sensor would, in fact, generate a more intense color when exposed to lower concentrations of H₂O₂ in comparison to pristine Cu nanoparticles. Additionally, the high surface area of cotton fabric leading to exposure of catalytic active sites and the high wettability and absorbency of the cotton fabric will enable the reactants to come in close contact with these catalytically active sites to improve the catalytic efficiency [36].

**Table 4.1 Comparison of the apparent Kₘ and Vₘₐₓ.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>TMB</th>
<th>H₂O₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kₘ / mM</td>
<td>Vₘₐₓ / 10⁻⁸ Ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-standing Cu@Fabric</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-standing Cu-Pt@Fabric</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>8.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3.6 Mechanism of the peroxidase-mimicking activity of Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme

In previously reported work involving Ag@Fabric NanoZyme [21] and in the previous chapter with Cu@Fabric as the NanoZyme, it was found that the degradation of H₂O₂ into hydroxyl radicals (·OH) was the main reason for the oxidation of the colorless peroxidase substrate to form the coloured product. To test if a similar reaction occurs in the case of Cu-Pt@Fabric, terephthalic acid as a fluorescent probe was used. The non-fluorescent TA reacted with the generated ·OH radicals to form a fluorescent 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid. This fluorescent product generated a signal at 435 nm when excited at 315 nm (Figure 4.10).
The intensity of fluorescence is a measure of the amount of ‘OH radicals that will be generated in the reaction. The fluorescent signal was found to be significantly higher when the reaction consisted of both H₂O₂ and Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme. Minimal response was observed in all other cases suggesting that the catalytic activity was due to the breakage of O=O bond in H₂O₂ by the Cu-Pt@Fabric generating the ‘OH radicals [69].

Figure 4.10 Fluorescence emission spectra of terephthalic acid post-reaction under different reaction conditions recorded at an excitation wavelength of 315 nm.

4.3.7 Colorimetric detection of glucose using Cu-Pt@Fabrics

Having established the important parameters that govern the catalytic activity of the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme, its ability to function as a glucose sensor was assessed. Glucose oxidase (GOx), a natural enzyme that catalyses the oxidation of glucose to gluconic acid while generating hydrogen peroxide [70], can be used to specifically detect glucose in a complex sample. The by-product of this reaction (H₂O₂) can then be used to indirectly quantify the concentration of glucose using a peroxidase-mimicking Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme. Typically, in previous reports, glucose is first incubated with the GOx enzyme in
a neutral buffer to promote the oxidation of glucose. This is followed by the addition of an acidic buffer during the sensing event as NanoZymes are known to be highly active in acidic pH. The GOx used in the current case is obtained from *Aspergillus niger* and is known to have optimal catalytic activity at pH 5 [71]. Given that the optimum conditions for Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme activity is also at pH 5, both these steps can be achieved in a single buffer system.

For the development of the sensor, the NanoZyme system was first exposed to a range of known glucose concentrations from 0 to 20 mM. The response was found to be linear between 1 and 12.5 mM glucose concentrations (Figure 4.11a). Although the lower limit of detection for the current sensor only starts at 1 mM in comparison to 0.5 mM obtained in the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme system, the color generated was significantly intense. This could be due to the fact that the Cu-Pt@Fabric favours the production of charge transfer complex (blue product) rather than double oxidising the substrate. This intense colour is convenient for naked-eye detection. The calculated limit of detection (LoD) was found to be 0.84 mM. Important sensor parameters such as accuracy and precision were determined by exposing the system to a glucose concentration of 5 mM, 15 times independently. The accuracy was found to be 100% at 10% contingency while the precision was 97.1%.

Further, the specificity of the sensor to detect glucose was assessed by exposing the sensor to glucose analogous independently as well as in combination with glucose. In all cases, the sensor showed high specificity towards detecting glucose with minimal response observed when exposed to glucose analogues such as maltose, lactose, sucrose, fructose, and galactose. Similarly, when the sensor was exposed to glucose in the presence of an analogue, the sensor response was found to be close to 100% indicating the high specificity of the system (Figure 4.11b). This is because the glucose oxidase enzyme is highly specific to oxidise glucose even in the presence of glucose epimer – galactose.
Figure 4.11 Performance of Cu-Pt@Fabric as a glucose sensor. (a) Linear calibration plot obtained by exposing Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme system to a series of glucose concentrations (Inset is the corresponding optical image). (b) The specificity of Cu-Pt@Fabric to detect glucose in the presence of glucose analogues independently and in combination with glucose. Inset is the optical image of glucose analogues and glucose post-reaction.

The practical feasibility of the sensor was validated by using the sensor for the detection of glucose in human urine samples. Urine glucose monitoring is of significance in diabetic patients who have renal complications where glucose is eliminated in the urine [72]. To understand the performance of the NanoZyme system to detect glucose in urine samples, three approaches were used including GOx-HRP method and the newly developed NanoZyme method. Urine samples were collected from a healthy and diabetic patient. The glucose concentration in the urine of the healthy volunteer was first quantified by the gold standard GOx-HRP method. Given that there was no colour generation using the GOx-HRP method, it was assumed that there was no glucose in urine. Therefore, for all calculations, the concentration of urine was taken as 0 mM. Once this was established, the urine sample was spiked with known concentrations of glucose ranging from 1 to 10 mM. Following this, the sensor was used to quantify the amount of glucose in the spiked urine sample. Table 4.2
shows the estimated and the expected glucose concentration obtained from the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme system. In all the cases, recovery of 97-104% was obtained for tested concentrations showing the robustness of the sensor.

**Table 4.2** Glucose analysis in healthy volunteer urine sample post-spiking with known concentrations of glucose. The values in brackets are the corresponding standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original amount (mM)(^a)</th>
<th>Glucose spiked (mM)</th>
<th>Expected (mM)</th>
<th>GOx-HRP approach</th>
<th>Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Est. glucose conc. /mM(^b)</td>
<td>Recovery (%)(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undetectable (0 mM)(^a)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.00 (0.05)</td>
<td>95-105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.51 (0.04)</td>
<td>99-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.02 (0.15)</td>
<td>97-103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.46 (0.21)</td>
<td>97-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.01 (0.18)</td>
<td>98-102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Original amount of glucose calculated from GOx-HRP gold standard method.

\(^b\) Standard deviation calculated from 5 independent experiments.

\(^c\) Recovery calculated using (Measured value / Expected value) × 100.

Having established the high robustness of the NanoZyme sensing system to detect glucose in spiked urine samples, the ability of the sensor to detect glucose in a real sample was also evaluated by exposing the system to urine sample from a healthy and a diabetic volunteer (Type II diabetes). In this case, three independent methods were used to determine the concentration of glucose in urine including the gold standard GOx-HRP method, the newly developed NanoZyme method and a commercial urine test strip. Independent of the method used for detection, the urine from the healthy volunteer did not show any colour generation. For the diabetic volunteer, the GOx-HRP method estimated the glucose concentration to be 15.3 ± 0.01 mM. For the commercial urine test strips by Diastix, given that the system can easily overestimate the concentration glucose, this method estimated the glucose concentration to be approximately 28 mM. In contrast, the Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme approach estimated the glucose concentration to be 15.28 ± 0.05 mM with a high recovery of
99-100% (even when compared to the GOx-HRP method) (Table 4.3). It should be noted that for the GOx-HRP method, the urine sample was diluted significantly to ensure that the sensor response falls within the linear dynamic range. However, the urine sample was not diluted before it was used for detection using the newly developed NanoZyme approach. The high recovery, low margin of error and the ability to detect glucose without diluting the urine sample outlines the high robustness of the NanoZyme sensor system to not only detect a biologically relevant concentration of glucose but also be unaffected by the complex matrix.

**Table 4.3** Comparison of glucose estimation in healthy and diabetic volunteer urine sample using laboratory gold standard (Glucose oxidase-horseradish peroxidase) and NanoZyme approach (Cu-Pt@Fabric). The values in brackets are the corresponding standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>GOx-HRP approach</th>
<th>Cu-Pt@Fabric NanoZyme approach</th>
<th>Diastix urine sugar test strips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est. glucose conc. /mM&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Est. glucose conc. /mM&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Recovery (%)&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy volunteer</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic volunteer</td>
<td>15.3 (0.01)</td>
<td>15.28 (0.05)</td>
<td>99.5-100.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Standard deviation calculated from 5 independent experiments.<br>
<sup>b</sup> Recovery calculated using (Measured value / GOx-HRP method value) × 100.

### 4.4 Conclusions

In this study, a simple galvanic replacement approach for the synthesis of bimetallic NanoZymes on individual cotton threads interwoven into a 3D matrix of a cotton fabric is described. For the creation of these bimetallic systems, a low-cost metal (Cu) decorated with small quantities of expensive metal (Au, Ag, Pt, and Pd) was used. This simple strategy allows for the direct fabrication of nanostructures on porous, hierarchical 3D matrix of cotton fabrics. Given the ability to extract the material from a reaction on-demand, these bimetallic fabrics were labelled as ‘free-standing’. These free-standing bimetallic fabrics were found to
possess intrinsic peroxidase-mimicking NanoZyme activity. The decoration of small quantities of expensive metals on the surface of Cu resulted in high catalytic activity to oxidise peroxidase-substrate TMB whereby the reaction is favoured towards the generation of the blue charge transfer product in comparison to the yellow diimine product observed in the case of pristine Cu@Fabric. Of the different Cu-M@Fabrics, the Cu-Pt@Fabric showed highest catalytic activity. Given this observation, the Cu-Pt@Fabric was further used to create a colorimetric glucose sensor. The sensor showed outstanding performance to detect glucose in biologically relevant concentrations with low margin of error. Additionally, the high loading of nanoparticles meant that glucose concentrations as high as 12.5 mM could be detected in urine samples without any need for dilutions.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and future work

This chapter summarises the key findings of the current work and provides scope for potential future endeavours.
5.1 Summary

The work presented in this thesis outlines the applicability of free-standing peroxidase-mimicking Cu-based NanoZymes for glucose detection in urine. A simple approach combining electroless deposition and galvanic replacement reactions were employed for the fabrication of Cu and Cu-based bimetallic nanoparticles on individual cotton strands interwoven into a 3D matrix of cotton fabric. The high catalytic ability of Cu-based NanoZymes allowed the detection of glucose even in an undiluted sample of urine in the biologically-relevant concentration range outlining the robustness of the newly developed NanoZyme sensing system.

Chapter 3 focused on developing a NanoZyme with high catalytic ability and loading of high concentration of this NanoZyme to push the linear dynamic range of glucose detection into the biologically-relevant concentration. The chapter outlined the fabrication of a free-standing Cu@Fabric NanoZyme by an electroless deposition technique. The 3D interwoven matrix of the cotton fabric template, high porosity and absorbent nature of the fabric combined with the high catalytic activity of Cu nanoparticles allowed this system to show outstanding catalytic properties. The catalytic efficiency i.e., the peroxidase-mimicking activity of Cu@Fabric showed, for the first time, the formation of both oxidation products of TMB. The NanoZyme system catalysed the reaction to first form the blue colored charge transfer complex and further pushed the reaction to generate the double oxidised diimine derivative yellow product of TMB without changing the reaction conditions. This product is typically only formed at highly acidic conditions of pH 1, as outlined during ELISA assay where a stopping reagent is added to obtain the yellow product. Owing to the high catalytic ability, the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme was used to quantify glucose initially in a buffer and then in human urine samples. The system showed the capability to detect glucose in the
biologically-relevant concentration of 1-15 mM. The robustness of the NanoZyme sensor was demonstrated by quantifying glucose in urine samples from both healthy and diabetic volunteer which showed high precision and accuracy even in a complex biological matrix of urine.

Although the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme system showed significant promise, further improvement was necessary to (i) obtain an intense colorimetric response, (ii) decrease the leaching of Cu from the fabric, and (iii) further reduce the margin of error. Considering that bimetallic nanoparticles can show enhanced properties than the individual counterparts, in Chapter 4, the Cu nanoparticles on the cotton fabric were used as a sacrificial template to deposit small quantities of expensive noble metals of Au, Ag, Pt, or Pd to create bimetallic nanoparticles on the surface of the fabric. This was achieved by a simple method of galvanic replacement where the nanostructures could be fabricated directly on the 3D matrix of cotton fabric. The free-standing bimetallic NanoZyme, in fact, showed higher peroxidase-mimicking catalytic activity over the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme. An interesting observation was that the bimetallic NanoZyme favoured the generation of the blue colored charge transfer complex over the diimine derivative. Among the different Cu-M@Fabrics (M = Au, Ag, Pt, or Pd), the Cu-Pt@Fabric showed the highest catalytic activity within a short span of time. Another important aspect that was observed was that the addition of noble metal prevented the oxidation of the Cu nanoparticles, which is otherwise prone to surface oxidation. Additionally, the addition of Pt also reduced the leaching of Cu ions from the surface during catalytic reactions. This reduced leaching allowed the system to detect urine glucose with higher recovery (99.5 – 100.2%) in comparison the Cu@Fabric NanoZyme outlined in Chapter 3 (97.6 – 99.7%). While the linear dynamic range decreased from 15 mM (Cu@Fabric) to 12.5 mM (Cu-Pt@Fabric), the intense colorimetric response (this may be due to the ability of the bimetallic NanoZyme system favouring the generation of the blue-colored
charge transfer complex product over the diimine derivative), improved sensor performance and eliminated the need for urine dilution, outlining the strength of the bimetallic NanoZyme.

5.2 Future work

The work shown in this thesis outlines a strategy to develop new free-standing NanoZyme systems that have outstanding catalytic properties. Although the field of NanoZymes has progressed significantly over the last decade, there is still a lack of fundamental understanding of how these systems work. For instance, the mechanism of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) degradation by NanoZymes is still unknown and needs further in-depth understanding. Further, iron and copper ions are known to show Fenton-like reaction wherein the metal goes to a higher oxidation state while simultaneously reducing \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) to hydroxyl radicals. Considering that the NanoZyme system developed in the current work is in elemental state, it would be interesting to understand if the Cu nanoparticles are directly involved in the generation of hydroxyl radicals or if it the generation of localised Cu ions on the surface promotes the generation of hydroxyl radicals [1-3]. It was also evident that the NanoZymes used in the current work had particular preference for positively charged peroxidase substrates. This specificity towards some substrates is typically attributed to the surface charge of the NanoZyme. However, it would be interesting to determine if the NanoZymes have a similar response to other positively charged substrates that can either generate a colorimetric response or fluorogenic response. For instance, the ability of the NanoZyme to oxidise substrates such as 3,3’-Diaminobenzidine (DAB), pyrogallol, and Amplex Red can be probed and the affinity constants and kinetic parameters can be calculated to gain better understanding of the substrate specificity. Another aspect that needs further investigation is based on the fact that the field of NanoZymes has been focused primarily on peroxidase, oxidase, superoxide dismutase, and catalase-mimic enzyme activities. However, there are several other classes of
natural enzymes that have interesting catalytic properties. It is, however, an open question as to if the inorganic NanoZymes can promote other such catalytic reactions. Although there have been a few reports of other activities observed in NanoZymes in recent times [4, 5], a significant amount of investigation is required in this area to validate the universality of NanoZymes. One can, in fact, say that the field of NanoZymes is still at its infancy and needs significant research inputs to understand how NanoZymes work and in parallel establish a structure-function relationship between nanomaterials and their enzyme-mimicking ability.

In terms of glucose sensing, the work presented in this thesis has shown the capability of a low-cost template in enhancing the catalytic activity of NanoZymes due to increased loading of the nanoparticles, while the wettability and absorbency play an additional role to bring the substrates in the close vicinity of the catalytic site of the NanoZyme. This enhanced catalytic activity allows shifting the dynamic range of the sensor to detect glucose at biologically-relevant higher concentrations, in a complex matrix. Although the working of the sensor has been established, there is still a significant amount of work that needs to be done to develop a point-of-care device for sensing of glucose in urine. The current work uses a spectrophotometer to analyse the colorimetric response of the sensor. However, for a home-based detection kit, it is essential to quantify the intensity of color using a smartphone [6-8]. This will enable the user to not only get a qualitative response but also get a quantitative measure of glucose in urine. Developing such tools will expedite the pathway to commercialisation.
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